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Interim leader tells Iraq What'A'Feeling!
to set aside differences
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By The Associated Press
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) —
Iraq's interim leader called on
his countrymen to set aside their
differences today while jubilant
Iraqis sifted through millions of
ballots, tallying the results of a
vote they hoped would usher in
democracy and lead to the
departure of 150,000 American
troops.
But there were fears that not
everyone
would
accept
Sunday's results. Sunni participation was considerably lower
than other groups, a U.S. official
said on condition of anonymity.
That raised fears that Sunni radicals who drive Iraq's insurgency could grow ever more
alienated.
Exact figures were not available. but few voters visited polls
in Sunni areas — and four stations didn't open — during
Sunday's election.
Despite fears of growing violence, the nation was calm as
vehicles again wove their way
down Baghdad's streets after an
election day ban on most traffic.
Still, the city's main bridges
were blocked, indicating some
security was still in place. On
Sunday. a string of insurgent
attacks and eight suicide bombings killed 44 people.
The election will almost certainly bring to power the country's long-suppressed Shiite

Muslims, who make up 60 percent of Iraq's population, boosting the group's influence and
worrying neighboring countries
with Sunni majorities.
Iraqi interim Prime Minister
Ayad Allawi addressed those
concerns by saying he would
"begin a national dialogue to
guarantee that the voices of all
Iraqis are present in the coming
government.In his first news conference
since the election, he called on
Iraqis to work together toward
peace, saying: "The terrorists
now know that they cannot
win."
"We are entering a new era of
our history and all Iraqis —
whether they voted or not —
should stand side by side to
build their future," he said,
adding: "Now is a suitable time
for us to work together so that
the whole world can watch the
capabilities of this great countrY."
Final results of Sunday's
election aren't expected for
days, but the country is already
focusing on goals almost as
challenging as the election
itself: forming a new governing
coalition, then writing a constitution and winning trust.
The electoral commission
said it believed, based on anecdotal information, that turnout
overall among the estimated 14

million eligible Iraqi voters
appeared higher than the 57 percent, or roughly 8 million, that
had been predicted before the
vote. But it would be some time
before any precise turnout figure
was confirmed, they said.
Not even the country's frequent power outages could stop
the electoral process, the first
free vote in a half-century. In the
Shiite holy city of Najaf, election workers began their task
crouched on the ground, counting ballots by the glow of oil
lamps.
Voters were delighted. "Now
I feel that Saddam is really
gone," said Fatima Ibrahim,
smiling as she headed home
after voting in Irbil, in the
Kurdish northern region. She
was 14 and a bride of just three
months when her husband,
father and brother were rounded
up in a campaign of ethnic
cleansing
under
Saddam
Hussein. None have ever been
found.
It was still unclear if the successful vote would deal a significant blow to the insurgents, or
lead to a short-term rise in violence. The militants might need
time to regroup after the spate of
attacks they launched in the
weeks before the vote.
II See
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger 8. Times photo

Lisa Thurman, right, hugs teammate Shannon Elias following Murray High's 73-70
double-overtime victory over Ballard Memorial in the championship game of the All
'A Classic First Region tournament Saturday night at Graves County's Eagles' Nest
gymnasium. For complete coverage of the Lady Tigers' win, see today's sports section.

First 2005 baby finally home
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AP Photo

Residents celebrate on the street waving with flowers, flags and posters of Grand
Ayatollah All al-Sistani and al-Sadr in Baghdad's Shiite enclave of Sadr City, today. A
day after the vote, jubilant Iraqis sifted through ballots, tallying the results of an election that millions hoped would lead to democracy and hasten the departure of 150,000
American troops.
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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
CADIZ, Ky. — Someday.
young Aquarius Raesean Gude
is likely to hear the story of a
Greek mythological character
that shares his first name.
In it, a young man is kidnapped and flown from his
homeland by a large bird sent by
Zeus. and it is a story that could
prompt Aquarius Gude to stand
up and say. " Hey! I've flown.
too.- And he will be right —
though the intentions of his
flight Jan. 2 were of muc,h more
positive means.
It was a helicopter that took
Gude, the first baby of the new
year born at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, to Kosair
Hospital in Louisville. But
unlike the Greek version. this
Aquarius was able to he with his
mother after his flight.
" When I got there, he still
had a feeding tube in his nose

and had only gained a couple of
ounces (after nearly a week in
Kosair's neonatal critical care
unit) because they couldn't get
him to eat. I guess he knew he
needed his mother, because he
started eating once I got there,'
said Gude's mother, Francine.
Friday, some two weeks after
being allowed to bring her second son home — the first being
Raeqwan, now 9 — to Cadiz in
Trigg County.
"They'd had to do an emergency (Caesarean) section in
Murray. so (her doctors) wouldn't let me go to Louisville
because I was still recovering
from that, so those were hard
days."
Aquarius. who won the 2005
First Baby Contest from the
Murray Ledger & Times, was Photo courtesy of The Cadiz Record
born Jan. 2, weighing in at a Aquarius Gude is shown
rather light 4 pounds, 9 ounces. with his mother, Francine,
at their home in Cadiz
Friday afternoon.
MI See Page 2A

MSU commemorating Black History Month with numerous events
Murray State University is commemorating Black History Month with
various programs and events throughout the month of February. "Living the
Dream: Leadership by Example and
Service Through Sacrifice" is the theme
of the 2005 Black History Celebration.
This year the department of AfricanAmerican Student Services and Ethnic
Programs are taking a different
approach with the upcoming Black
History programs. The programs are
geared toward diversity, and how this
attribute can create a more unified campus. The department's programs will
celebrate the lives of those who impacted the world, not only for the AfricanAmerican community but also for society overall. The department hopes to
attain the goal of everyone's understanding how these significant AfricanAmericans improved life for all.
Black History Month originated in
1926 as Black History Week by

Harvard scholar Dr. Carter G.
Woodson. He wanted to bring the
accomplishments
of
AfricanAmericans to the public arena.
Woodson chose the second week of
February to coincide with the birthdays
of Frederick Douglass and Abraham
Lincoln - two figures that profoundly
impacted African-Americans.
Programming includes the following
events:
In Tuesday — An open house
hosted by the African-American
Student Services and
Ethnic
Programs launches the celebration.
The open house will be from 10 a.m.2 p.m., in the Multicultural Center,
located in the Curris Center, Room
110.
▪ Wednesday — The Black
History Kick-off Diversity Luncheon is
scheduled at noon in the Winslow
Cafeteria.
• Friday — The African and
African-American relations reception

and discussion program will be held in Participants will interact with higher
the Curris Center Dance Lounge at 5 education, community and corporate
p.m.
professionals relative to campus and
IN Feb. 7 — National African- community leadership. The event will
American Read-In program will be begin at 6:30 p.m. in the Performing
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Arts Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts
•Feb. 13— The AASSEP, Project
Center.
Success and Marvin Mills Scholars
•Feb. 11-12 — The fifth annual Program will sponsor a Valentines
African-American Leadership Summit Day Dance. The cost is $10 per perwill feature keynote speaker. Dr. son and $15 per couple. The location
Myrtis Powell, president and CEO of is to be announced.
the Cincinnati Youth Collaborative.
•Feb. 18 — American Monopoly
The theme is 'Excellence is Not will begin at 5:30 p.m. in the Corns
Accidental: Succeeding in a Global Center Small Ballroom. Activity will
Society.' The purpose of this summit include monopoly boards that will
is to assess the current state of stu- challenge participants' knowledge of
dent leadership in the African- black history.
American campus community. The
•Feb. 6, 13, 20 and 27 — The
summit will analyze the educational. Black History Movie Series will be
professional and cultural issues fac- featured in the Freed M. Curd
ing African-American student leaders Auditorium in the Collins Center for
today.
Industry and Technology at 5 p.m,
This is a working leadership sum- The movies that will be featured in the
mit as participants will be challenged series are Rosewood. Bamboozled,
and encouraged to engage in mean- Color of Fear. Keita and Guimba the
ingful and intellectual discourse. Tyrant.
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• Feb. 25 — The Marvin Mills
Scholars: Cross Campus Dialogue on
Race program will begin at 7 p.m at
the Curris Center Dance Lounge and
residential colleges across campus
The movie White Man's Burden will
be shown on MSU's Channel 11
There will be a ptoctor present in
each residential college that will facilitate a discussion afterwards.
▪ Feb. 26 — Community Service
Project will be from 10 a.m.-2 p.m
The location is to be announced.
• Feb. 26 — Banquet honoring
African-American hairdressers and
barbers who have been in business
over 40 years will be held. The
Paducah Beauty Club-Chapter 10
and Murray State University will host
the banquet. The program will begin
at 6:30 p.m. at the Washington Street
Baptist Church, located at 721
Washington Street in Paducah
Tickets for the event are $15 per person
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Georgia struggles to recover from ice storm
ATLANTA (AP) — lhc
thick blankets of ice that caused
havoc on Georgia roadways and
runways began slossls melting.
aiding efforts to restore power to
thousands of homes and businesses hit by a winter blast.
This morning, about 57.000
homes and businesses in the
state still were without power:
an improvement over the
102,000 who were without
power Sunday afternoon.
Georgia Power had about
32,000 customers still without
power this morning. Meanwhile.
Georgia Electric Membership
Corp. reported today it had
25.000 customers without
"We're working and hopefully we'll have everyone on by
Monday es ening," said Georgia
Power spokeswoman Konswello
Monroe. who. added that more
outages still were possible as
melting ice threatened the stability of trees.

runways
four
All
at
Hartsfield-Jackson
Atlanta
International Airport were operational again — a day after the
airport had all runways closed
for about an hour and never had
more than two runways open.
Airport spokeswoman Lanii
Thomas said the weekend ice
storm left about 300 stranded
airline passengers who had to
spend a night at 'MansfieldJackson.
The worst affected airline
was AirTran, which canceled 51
of its estimated 500 flights for
Sunday "due to crews and airplanes being out of place."
spokesman Tad Hutcheson said.
He said the schedule was getting
back to normal Sunday night.
Slick roads throughout the
state, which played roles in at
least two Georgia drivers' deaths
as the storm set in Friday night,
began clearing up as temperatures climbed above the freezing
mark, said state Department of

Murray Police Department
• Jason Johnson 26. of Paris, Tenn., was arrested on two
charges of theft by unlawful taking more than $300. One count
stems from an automobile theft.
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 3:37 p.m.
Friday.
• Jeff Brewer, 48, of Murray was arrested for theft by unlawful taking less than $300 after an officer responded to a shoplifting call
at 4:37 p.m. Fnday at Fred's store.
•A tire alarm sounded at 11:34 p.m. Friday at Wells Hall at Murray
State University.
• A theft was reported at 12:30 am. Saturday at 514 College
Courts at MSU.
• A subject was reported harassing a resident at 1:08 a.m.
Saturday at 706 Glendale Road.
• An injury accident was reported on U.S. 641 South at Paschal
Truck Lines at 7:50 a.m. Saturday.
AP Photo
Someone came into the station to report a theft at 11:22 a.m.
•
Bob Bailey, of Sandy Springs, Ga., walks past melting iciSaturday.
cles as he makes his way across an ice-covered bridge in
• Someone came into the station to report a theft at 11:43 a.m.
Roswell, Ga.. Sunday morning.
Saturday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at Huddle House at 9:44 p.m.
Transportation spokesman Ron out the state.
Battle.
Meanwhile, a winter storm Saturday.
•
Georgia
State
Patrol warning was in effect for the • A white male was reported making sexually suggestive remarks
spokesman Larry Schnall said Oklahoma Panhandle and a to females at Wal-Mart at 11:53 a.m. Sunday.
dangerous conditions still exist- snow advisory was issued for • Tires were slashed at 1:57 p.m. Sunday at a Red Oaks aparted, especially in rural and shady northwestern Oklahoma as a ment.
areas and along bridges. Extra new winter storm brought frigid
— Information is obtained from reports,
troopers were deployed through- temperatures and heavy snow.
logs and citiations from various agencies.

•Baby ...
From Front
However, after his rough start
that included the lung problems
that caused the flight to
Louisville to be necessary hours
after his birth, it appears things
are improving quickly.
" When we took him to the
doctor last Friday, he had only
gotten up to five pounds even.
Well. (Thursday) a nurse came
out here to Fheck on him and he
was up to 5-9, so we're really
happy about that." Francine
said, relating how such developments are fast becoming an
Aquarius trademark.
"I was staying at the Ronald
y 'ft RRAY
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McDonald House because I healthy appearance. However,
couldn't be there all the time she also admits that it was
with him. But when I would obvious the battle was not over.
come to see him, he always
"(Francine) was coming in
seemed to want to eat more." pre-term and we were also havshe said. "The nurses there were ing a recurrent fetal heart rate
surprised at this. I guess because (dropping steadily), so that
they were the ones that would be meant we had to get to him right
caring for him more.
away," said Dr. Deeter, who
" Really, they didn't think upon delivery found Aquarius'
he'd be able to leave the hospital lungs to be weakened. " Pretty
until his actual due date (around much, our job in a case like that
Feb. 8). but he just kept gettink is to just stabilize the baby.
better."
(Kosair) gives it the medicine up
Such news, while very joy- there for lung immaturity. and
ful, is not surprising to Dr. Dawn what is given is something
Deeter. who delivered Aquarius called Survanta, which decreasat 4:36 p.m. after Francine had es surface tension on the alveoan-is ed around five hours earlier. lar surface to prevent the lungs
She was among those firmly from collapsing." •
belies ing this story would end
When she was interviewed
happily that very day when she Friday. Deeter said she was
saw the new arrival for the first
being told of Aquarius' progress
time in the operating room.
for the first time since he left for
Though obviously very Kosair. It was a report that left
small, he had an otherwise
her quite pleased.
"You know, all we want out
of things like that is a healthy
outcome. That means a healthy
baby and a healthy mom, so it
NOTICE
looks that's what we've got,"
• The Calloway County
Board of Education will meet she said.
in a special called meeting
Monday at 6 p.m at the board
office. Agenda items include
an executive sessio to discuss
possible litigation and action
after the executive session.
From Front
• To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916.
The election was hailed as a
success around the globe, with
President Bush declaring: "The
world is hearing the voice of
freedom from the center of the
Tonight will be
Middle
East.Australian
mostly cloudy.
Foreign Minister Alexander
Tuesday will be
Downer said Iraqis showed "the
partly cloudy
courage to stand up to (violence)
with highs in the
and 4should support them.lower 40s.
In Europe, both opponents
LOW: Tuesay night
and supporters of the Iraq war
will be partly
came together to praise the eleccloudy with lows
tion, and the European Union's
in the upper 20s. foreign' policy chief said
the
milestone would pay off with

Town Crier

British plane crash in Iraq leaves
10 missing and presumed dead
LONDON (AP) — Britain's
government said today that 10 of
its military personnel were missing and presumed dead following the downing of a military
transport plane north of
Baghdad on Iraq's election day.
An Iraqi militant group claimed
responsibility for shooting down
the plane in an Internet statement.
If the deaths are confirmed, it
would be the biggest single loss
of British lives since the start of
the Iraq war. The previous highest number was eight.
In a statement on an Islamic
Web site. Ansar al-Islam
claimed its fighters tracked the
aircraft, "which was flying at a
low altitude, and fired an antitank missile at it.- The plane
was flying from Baghdad to the
town of Balad, where the U.S.
military has an air base.
-Thanks be to God, the plane
was downed and a huge fire and
black clouds of smoke were seen
rising from the location of the

crash," said the statement posted
Sunday.
A spokesman for Britain's
Ministry of Defense said he
could not confirm Ansar alIslam's claim. "People on the
ground are investigating," he
said on condition of anonymity.
British Defense Secretary
Geoff Hoon said that nine
British air force personnel and
one soldier were missing and
believed killed in the crash.
Capt. David Orwin, a British
military spokesman in the southern Iraqi city of Basra, told the
Press Association news agency
that the crash site had been
secured by U.S. and British
forces.
A senior U.S. military officer
in Iraq said the Royal Air Force
Hercules C-130 aircraft crashed
25 miles northwest of Baghdad,
adding that the plane's wreckage
was scattered over a large area.
The Ministry of Defense in
London said the crash occurred
19 miles northwest of the Iraqi

capital.
Ansar al-Islam and other
insurgent groups are known to
operate in the area, and insurgents have fired at coalition aircraft before. Several thousand
surface-to-air missiles disappeared from Iraqi military arsenals after the collapse of
Saddam Hussein's regime and
many of them are believed to
have fallen into the hands of
insurgents.
Britain, America's top ally in
the coalition. has 9.000 troops in
Iraq, mostly in the south of the
country near the city of Basra.
British officials haven't said
why the Hercules was flying
north of Baghdad.
"It is the largest single loss of
British service lives since the
military action began almost
two years ago," Straw said of
the plane crash. "Our hearts go
out to the families and comrades
of those who were killed and
those injured," he told British
Broadcasting Corp. radio.

more aid.
"They are going to find the
support of the European Union,
no doubt about that, in order to
see this process move on in the
right direction," Javier Solana
told The Associated Press.
But some cautioned that it
was too early to declare the election a total success. New
Zealand Foreign Minister Phil
Goff said a low Sunni turnout
could still impact the new government's ability to bring the
frail nation under its control.
"Ways must be found to
involve Sunnis in the drafting of
the constitution, which will
define power among Iraq' disparate groups, and to give them
a stake in the new government,"
he said.
Sunday's historic erection
came only seven months after
Iraq's interim government took
over from a U.S.-led coalition.
and less than two years after
Saddam's ouster.
The 275-member National
Assembly, elected for an 11 month term, will draft a permanent constitution, and if the doc-

ument is approved. Iraqis will
vote for a permanent government in December. If the document is rejected, Iraqis will
repeat the whole process again.
Iraq's interior minister, Falah
al-Naqib, said Monday that
insurgents used a handicapped
child for one of Sunday's suicide
bombings. He added that a total
of 38 attacks were carried out
against polling stations across
the country.
No official cause for the
plane crash was given.
British officials told The
Associated Press that between
nine and 15 people were killed,
with the toll likely to be around
10. Among the dead was the first
Australian serviceman killed on
military duty in Iraq: flight Lt.
Paul Pardoel, 35, a father of
three with joint British and
Australian citizenship.
In an Internet statement, the
Iraqi militant group Ansar alIslam claimed responsibility for
downing the aircraft,
The ticket endorsed by the
Shiite Grand Ayatollah Ali alSistani was the pre-voting

favorite. while Allawi's slate
was also considered strong.
Once results are in, it could take
weeks of backroom deals,before
a prime minister and government are picked by the new
assembly.
If that government can draw
in the minority Sunni Arabs who
partly shunned the election, the
country could stabilize, allowing
150,000 U.S. troops to head
home.
With the polls barely closed,
international debate immediately turned to just that issue. On
Monday. Senate Democratic
Leader Harry Reid plans to call
on Bush to outline an exit strategy for Iraq. And Downer said his
country will keep troops only if
the country's newly elected government wants them.
Iraq's interior minister, Falah
al-Naqib, told Britain's Channel
4 News he expected there would
be no need for U.S. troops any
longer than 18 months because
that's when he anticipates Iraq's
security forces will be trained
well enough to handle the job
themselves.
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Obituaries
Mrs. Kathleen Smith
Mrs. Kathleen Smith, 76, Minerva Drive, Murray, died Friday,
Jan. 28, 2005, at 11:42 p.m. at her home.
She and her husband, Joe W Smith, founded Joe Smith Carpet in
Murray.
Born Dec. 24, 1928, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Harley W. Hale and Flora Travis Hale. Also preceding her in
death were three sisters, Tiny Pierce, Velda Mae Bucy• and Daisy
Dean Billington; six brothers, Elvie Hale, Alvin Lee Hale, Jesse
Hale, 011is Hale, Hollis Hale and James Li!bum Hale.
Survivors include her husband, Joe W. Smith, to whom she was
married Aug. 11, 1962; two sons, Hal Nance and wife, Janie, and
Gary Don Nance, all of Murray; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Joeua
Dinsmore and husband, Mike, and one stepson, Steve Smith, all of
Palmyra, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Inez Harmon, Murray; six grandchildren; 10 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Monday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky., 42071.

House, do St. Jerome Catholic Church, P.O. Box 38, Fancy Farm,
Ky., 42039, or to The American Cancer Society, 3140 Parisa Drive,
Paducah, Ky.,42003.

Mrs, Lovella B. St. Marie

Calloway has 'above
average' participation
in clerks' program

Mrs. Lovella B. St. Marie, 88, Toy York
Road, Benton, died Sunday. Jan. 30, 2005, at
Licensed drivers in Calloway counters to fund a year-round
7:50 M. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton. County showed their support of
education and promotion effort
A member of Maple Spring Ufiited Methodist organ donation by being "above
to encourage all Kentuckians to
Church, she was a former owner of Crown average" in donating an extra be
organ and tissue donors to
Furniture Co.,. Benton, and of the Benton dollar to the Kentucky Circuit
that others might live.
Woman's Club.
Court Clerks Trust For Life
Currently more than 600
Her husband, Earl St. Marie, two sisters, when renewing
their drivers Kentuckians are on waiting lists
Nancy Louella Dotson and Mozell Byars licenses in 2004.
for lifesaving organ transplants
St Marie Darnall, four brothers, Raymond, Clelon,
According to the Trust For and many more need lifeLoman andllayes Byars, and one niece all pre- Life, Calloway County Circuit
enhancing procedures requiring
ceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late Arlie Webb
Court Clerk Vie,lci Wilson's donated tissues like corneas.
Byars and Noma Whitlock Byars.
office collected the donated $1 heart valves and veins. Many of
Survivors include 17 nieces and nephews and several greatfrom 44.9% of those obtaining these patients will die waiting.
nieces and great-nephews.
their drivers license last year.
On the back of each
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m..at Maple Spring United
The average number of drivers Kentucky drivers license is a
Methodist Church. The Rev. Kenny Locke will officiate.
who donated $1 when they got place where drivers can sign to
Entombment will be in the mausoleum at the Benton Cemetery.
their new or renewed license in indicate their willingness to be
Visitation will be at Collier Funeral Home, Benton, after 4 p.m.
Kentucky's 120 counties was organ and tissue donors.
today(Monday)
:
*
Mrs. Minnie F. Kimbro
42%.
Licenses may be signed at the
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Maple Springs United
Mrs. Minnie F. Kimbro,76, Furchts Trail, Murray, died Saturday,
"CallovAy County should be clerk's office or later at home.
Methodist Church, 9643 U.S. 68 East, Benton,.Ky., 42025; or
Jan. 29, 2005, at 1 a.m. at West View Nursing Home.
proud and pleased with their Bright yellow "donor dots" are
She had worked at Murray State University and Murray- Benton Cemetery. do Collier Funeral Home, P.O. Box 492, Benton, above average participation in also available to be placed on
Calloway County Hospital. She was a member of Sinking Spring Ky., 42025.
this very important effort," said the front of the license. The
Baptist Church.
Trust
Executive
Director clerks and the Trust encourage
Born March 16, 1928, in Murray, she was the daughter of the late Mrs, Edith P. Freeman
Berkeley Scott, "and Vicki everyone to tell their families of
The funeral for Mrs. Edith P. Freeman was'Sunday at 2 p.m. kr WilSon and her staff should be their decision.
Joe Manning and Mildred Lawrence Manning.
Survivors include her husband, John W. Kimbro, to whom The the clnipel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Harold Greer congratulated on their support."
For more information about
was married July 6, 1968. in Auburn Heights, Mich.; one daughter, officiated. Burial-was in the Clarks River Cemetery, Syrnsonia.
The Trust For Life was creat- the Trust and its organ donor
Mrs. Freeman, 83, Wadesbeao Road North, Symsonia, died ed by the Kentucky Circuit awareness. program, call tollMrs. Ernestine Gonzales and husband, Tony, Waterloo, Ind.; one
son, Delbert Collins and wife, Anna, Hardin; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Thursday, Jan. 27, 2005, at 2:18 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Court Clerks Association and free (866) 945-5433 or visit the
Debbie Westbrook and husband, Bill, and one stepson. Hugh
A housewife, she was a melts* of New Union • Missionary
the state legislature in 1992 to web site at www.trustforlife.org.
.
'
Kimbro and wife, Becky, all of Murray; one brother, Lewis Baptist-Church.
collet the S I at drivers license
Her father, Wavel C.101tier, and one brother, Paul Butler, both
Manning, Detroit, Mich.; five grandchildren; nine stepgrandchilpreceded her in death.
dren; 10 great-grandchildren; seven stepgreat-grandchildren.
A graveside service will be Tuesday at 2 p.m.. at the Bametc,
' Survivors' include her husband, Leslie H. Freeman Sr.,,one
daughter, Mrs. Rebecca Stanley, two sons, Leslie H. Freemari'lr. and
Cemetery in Calloway County. The Rev. Carl Butler will officiate.
'.Itonald W. Freeman, and her int:atter, Mrs. Tula Stewart Butler; all of
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Horne from .5 to 8.=:
SYmsonia; Six sisters, Mrs. Mildred Bobo. Mrs. Minnie Hall, Mrs;
p.m. today (Monday).
Lunette Jones, Mrs. Levada Carlucci and-Mrs. Linda Siiiings, all of
1.4".Paducah. and Mrs. Patsy Cunningham, Symsonia; three brothers,
Betty Wilson
Mrs. Elizabeth J.(Betty) Wilson, 70, Fancy Farm; sister Of Steve Calvin Butler and Gene Butler, both of Paducah, and Donald Butler,
Hayden of Almo, died Friday, Jan. 28, 2005, at 5:30 p.m. Her death Clear Springs; -six' grandchildren..., two stepgrandchildren; eight
•
was from injuries sustained in a mosok vehicle accident two miles great-grandchildren.
LaFAYETTE, Ga. (API — Although
east of Milburn.
.•
Former
crematory operator Ray only 23 peoA housewife, she was a Master Gardner. She was a member of Si Mrs. Monya Mae Galloway Holshouser
Brent
Marsh sat in court ple
had
The
funeral for Mrs. Monya Mae Galloway Holshouser was
Jerome Catholic Church, Fancy Farm, and of Milburn Honiternakers
Monday
and listened one by one signed up to
Sunday at 2. p.m. in the Lone Oak Chapel of Milner & Ott Funeral
Club.
to the relatives of some of the speak, any
One sister, Deborah Faye Hayden, and one brother,' Keith Home. Sid Easley officiated. Burial was in the Woodlawn Memorial
334 people whose bodies he relatives in
Hayden, both preceded her in death. She was the daughter of the late• Gardens, Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may be Made to Colonial Baptist dumped and passed off cement the courtHarold Hayden and Alma Hayden.
dust as their ashes.
room were
Survivors include her husband,James Harold Wilson; two datigh- Church, 1503 Colonial Road, Memphis, Tenn., 38117-6598.
Before
the
judge
could
hand
allowed to
. Mrs. Holshouser, 86, Memphis. Tenn., formerly of Lone Oak,
ters, Mrs. Joan Caner, Paducah. and Mrs. Helen Shupe.
down his sentence, at least 23 of take
the
died
Thursday,
Jan.
27,
2005,
at
8
a.m.
at
Memphis
Jewish
HOme.
Independence; five sons, Alan Wilson, Gene Wilson and Mark
Marsh
the
victims'
relatives
were
set
to
stand,
court
She was a member of Colonial Baptist Church, Memphis, a
Wilson, all of Fancy Farm, Bob Wilson, Thomasville, and -Tom
speak
to
Marsh's
hearing.
The
officials
Wilson, Paducah; four sisters, Mrs. Shirley Denton, Titusville, Fla., homemaker, bookkeeper for Lone Oak Garage, and former member
family members traveled from said.
Mrs. Carolyn Fields, Louisville, Mrs. Rita Damell. Mayfield, and of Lone Oak Baptist Church. She was a 1936 graduate of
as far away as Indiana and
Marsh allegedly stopped perFarmington
High
School.
Mrs. Rose Brandenburg, Glendale, Ariz.; five brothers, Kenneth
Michigan
to
get
their
day
in
forming
cremations at the TriBorn in Graves County, she was the daughter of the late Lee
Hayden and Wayne Hayden, both of Louisville, Bill Hayden, Afton,
court.
State
Crematory
in Noble in the
Mo., Don Hayden, Mayfield, and Steve Hayden, Almo; 12 grand- Galloway and Vae Cook Galloway. Four sisters and three brothers
All of those who spoke late 1990s, when he took over
all preceded her in'death.
children; three great-grandchildren.
family
business.
Survivors include her husband, John Holshouser, to whom she Monday had one question for the
The funeral Mass was today at 11 a.m. at St. Jerome Catholic
Marsh: Why?
Investigators discovered the
Church, Fancy Farm. Fr. Dave Johnson, Fr. Tom Buckman and the had been married for 64 years; one daughter, Mrs. Ellen Holshouser
-The only question I have for ghastly scene of bodies scattered
Turner, Memphis; two sons, John Thomas Holsh,ouser and Anthony
Rev. Glen Stewart officiated.
you is 'Why did you do this?' on the crematory property in
Lee
(Tony)
Holshouser,
both
of
Nashville,
Tenn.;
five
sisters,
Mrs.
Pallbearers were Brian Wilson, Eric Carter, Chris Carter, Travis
There has to be a reason," February 2002 after receiving a
Wilson, Rion Shupe, Jonathan Wilson, Matthew Wilson, Alan Peggy Morris and Mrs. Anna Ross, both of Lone Oak. Mrs. Frances Randall
Jensen, of Boaz, Ala., tip.
McGee
and
MK.
Vivian
Seay,
both
of
Mayfield,
and
Mrs.
Myra
Webster and Trey Webster. Burial was in the St. Jerome Church
asked
/
Marsh
in the courtroom.
Under
the
plea
deal
Cemetery with arrangements by Brown Funeral Home of Mayfield. Larson, Walla Walla, Wash.; six,grandchildren; five great-grandchil- Jensen's father was
supposed to announced in November. Marsh
dren;
several
nieces
and
nephews.'
Expressions of sympathy may be made to The Christopher
have been cremated by Marsh.
pleaded guilty to 787 counts of
Under the terms of a plea theft, abuse of a corpse. burial
deal, Marsh is expected to be service fraud and making false
sentenced to up to 12 years in statements. He has also pleaded
prison followed by lengthy pro- guilty to related charges in
bation.
Tennessee and agreed to the
Jensen added that he agreed same 12-year prison sentence,
with the proposed sentence.
which is to run concurrently
"We're
not
here
for with the Georgia sentence.
vengeance, we're here for jus"This man needs to be puntice," he said.
ished and get a sentence that
WASHINGTON(AP)— The tion customers to police the reciyt years, often cooked in should be addressed.
Marsh nodded along with the reflects 787 felonies,- said Julie
fight against methamphetamine sales of the pseudoephedrine small quantities in kitchens or
Feinstein introduced legislafirst eight relatives to take the Kinder, of HixSon. Tenn.. who's
may be moving from the streets products."
trailers'. The Drug Enforcement tion during the last congression- stand. At the beginning of the father was taken to Marsh's creto the corner drug store.
Supporters dispute that.
Administration reported that al session to limit purchases of hearing, the judge prepared the matory."I heard you blame your
A dozen Republican and
"Consumers can buy two or more than 7,000 meth labs were pseudoephedrine products, but it families that Marsh cannot be father for what you did. That is
compelled to explain his crime.
shameful. You're a sicko in my
Democratic senators want to put three packages of this at once at dismantled nationwide in 2003.
was opposed by the drug indusThe prosecutor sent 500 let- opinion."
nonprescription cold medicines the same place. they've been
Oklahoma officials say their try and never got a vote in the ters to victims' families inviting
Relatives have reached an
that contain pseudoephedrine, buying all their drugs, so the law has had dramatic results, Senate. The new bill already has them to speak at the hearing. $80 million civil settlement with
the main ingredient used to point is to cut off the meth cooks driving down meth lab seizures 12 co-sponsors, and Feinstein The court had received at least Marsh. though it is unclear how
244 victim impact statements. much of that will ever be paid.
make meth, behind the counter. while allowing consumers to more than 80 percent. But phar- said the DEA has indicated supConsumers would have to talk have access," said Sen. Jim maceutical industry officials say Port
to a pharmacy worker and show Talent, R-Mo., who was the explanation isn't so clear and
Investments Since 1854... Our best investment is 'ou.
photo ID before purchasing announcing the legislation contend that demand reduction
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Victims face former
crematory operator at
sentencing hearing

Meth epidemic prompting lawmakers
to restrict sales of cold medicines
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WASHINGTON TODAY
By Nedra Pickier

Bush calls
Iraqi election
a success
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WASHINGTON (AP) -to lose," Bremer said on NBC's
President Bush called the Iraqi
"Today" show."The balance of
election a resounding success
power is towards democracy
and promised that the United
now in Iraq."
States will help Iraqis fight conCongressional Democrats,
tinuing insurgency as they build meanwhile, were stepping
up
a democratic government.
their calls for an exit strategy in
-There's more distance to
Iraq. Senate Democratic Leader
travel on the road to democraHarry Reid of Nevada said in
FRANKFORT - Gov. Ernie
cy," Bush said Sunday, four
remarks prepared for delivery
Fletcher
had the right idea
hours after the polls closed.
Monday that Bush "needs to
about going around the state to
"Yet Iraqis are proving they're
spell out a real and understandsell his plan
equal to the challenge."
able plan for the unfinished
to modernize
The president mentioned that work ahead" in Iraq.
Kentucky's
some were killed while voting,
"Most of all, we need an exit taxes. The
but he focused his brief remarks
strategy so that we know what
problem is
on the success for Iraq and its
victory is and how we can get
citizens. He told of one voter
that
he didn't
there: so that we know what we
who lost a leg in a terrorist
have anyneed
and
to
do
so
that
we
know
attack last year but still made it
thing to sell when the job is done."
to the polls to vote for peace.
or
at least to
In a statement, Sen. Edward
"The world is hearing the
give the pubM.
Kennedy,
1)
-Mass,
said
voice of freedom from the cenlic something
Bush "must look beyond the
ter of the Middle East," Bush
to buy into as Agree Or
election"
and
start
bringing
said. "In great numbers, and
Not
the General
troops home..
under great risk. Iraqis have
By
Duvall
Todd
Assembly
' "The best way to demonshown their commitment to
Syndicated
takes
up
tax
;trate to the Iraqi people that
democracy." •
and budget
Columnist
He called the leaders of three we have no long-term designs
issues over
on their country is for the
key U.S. allies in the Middle
The coming
administration to withdraw
East — King Abdullah of
some troops now" and negotiate weeks.
Jordan, Crown Prince Abdullah
further withdrawals, Kennedy
In general terms, Fletcher is
of Saudi Arabia and President
added.
Hosni Mubarak of Egypt —
expected to propose lowering
Sunday afternoon to talk about
income taxes for many
On Sunday, Secretary of
building on the Iraqi election
State Condoleezza Rice would
Kentuckians and revising the
and to support democracy
not say whether U.S. forces will corporate tax code. He's on
among the Palestinians.
leave the country in great numrecord Tavoring an increase in
Insurgents in Iraq struck
bers after the vote. She said the
the cigarette tax by about 40
polling stations with a string of
United States will discuss the
cents a pack. Things get even
suicide bombings and mortar
continued need for outside
more vague when it comes to
volleys, killing more than 40
security forces with the newly
possible increases in taxes on
people, including nine suicide
elected Iraqi government.
alcoholic
beverages and on a
bombers. Bush also said he
So far, more than 1,400 U.S.
single telecommunications tax
mourned the loss of U.S. and
troops and many thousands of
on everything from telephone
British forces on election day,
Iraqis have lost their lives. The
service to satellite TV.
including troops killed when a
United States.i. spending more
British military transport plane
The only thing known defithan $1 billion a week in Iraq.
crashed.
nitely is that the governor's tax
Rice said the election went
"Terrorists and insurgents proposal once again will bring
better
than expected. but did not
will continue to wage their war
in
no more new revenue than
against democracy. and we will • elaborate on U.S. predictions
the
preyious tax system, at least
for
turnout,
violence
or other
support the Iraqi people in their
initially. By "modernizing" state
measures.
fight against them," Bush said.
taxes, Fletcher hopes that the
In Iraq, officials said turnout
"We will continue training Iraqi
new system will attract business
among the 14 million eligible
security forces so this rising
and
industry that create jobs
voters appeared higher than the
democracy can eventually take
that in turn will generate more
57 percent they had predicted.
responsibility for its own secutax revenue for the state in the
Complete voting results are not
rity." future.
expected for days.
Bush did not take questions
But how much better it
from reporters or mention any
Pollilwere largely deserted
would have been if Fletcher had
military withdrawal.
all day ih many cities of the
gone out and about with hard
Sunni Triangle. In Baghdad's
L. Paul Bremer. the former
mainly Sunni Arab area of
figures on what his tax proposal
U.S. civilian administrator in
Azamiyah. the neighborhood's
will mean to the average
Iraq, said Monday the elections
four polling centers did not
were "a great victory for the
Kentucky family in terms of
Iraqi people. for democracy and open at all, residents said.
reducing their tax burden.
for the president's message of
"It is hard to say that someHe could have explained at
freedom." He said that while
thing is legitimate when whole
the public forums how specific
the insurgents. "since they are
portions of the country can't
changes in the corporate tax
antidemocratic. won't respect
vote and doesn't vote," Sen.
code will lure good-paying jobs
the results of these democratic
John Kerry, D-Mass., Bush's re- into areas of the state with high
elections," violence was likely
election challenger in
unemployment rates.
to continue. .
November, said on NBC's
He could have explained that
"But gradually they're going "Meet The Press."

0a••,s-

The Right Idea
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Gov. Ernie Fletcher, at podium, made a stop in Murray earlier this month to discuss his
tax modernizxation plan.
while people. with cable television service pay taxes on that
service, those with satellites on
their homes pay no taxes on
that service. .
And he could have shown
how much more revenue a 43cent-a-pack cigarette tax will
generate than the current 3=
cent-a-pack rate and what the
money will be used for.
Fletcher didn't do that, and
the General Assembly is as
much in the dark as to what the
governor intends as those who
attended his public forums
across the state.
Even the Republican chairman of the Senate budget committee, Sen. Charlie Borders, RGrayson, said last week,"We
don't have the details we would
like to have," in preparing to
consider Fletcher's tax legislation.
It was, of course, the long
delay in presenting his tax plan
to the 2004 General Assembly
until weeks into the legislative
session that played a part in the
impasse that developed between

the Democratic House and
Republican Senate that resulted
in no tax or budget legislation
becoming law.
A year later and legislators and the public - are still waiting
to find out what the governor
wants.
All of this waiting is compounded by the requirement
that tax and spending legislation must receive 60 votes in
the 100-member House and 23
votes in the 38-member Senate
(actually 37 until the courts
decide who represents a
Jefferson County district under
dispute) rather than the simple
majority required in the longer,
even-numbered legislative sessions.
It would have helped
Fletcher's cause if legislators particularly Democrats he needs
in the House - had spent the last
few weeks hearing from their
constituents that the governor's
tax plan has their support. But
taxpayers generally don't rally
around something they know
next to nothing about or are

aware of in only the vaguest
terms.
Ironically, the hundreds of
millions of dollars in new tax
revenue coming into the
Treasury this year and next may
do Fletcher's tax plan more
harm than good. Even though
much of that new revenue
already is spoken for and committed, Fletcher's legislative
opponents could argue that the
economy is coming back and
no major tax changes are necessary.
That almost certainly will be
the argument by those who face
higher taxes under Fletcher's
revenue neutral plan.
It is, of course, a safe bet the
General Assembly will pass a
budget before it adjourns in
March. Whether Fletcher gets
his tax modernization along
with a budget is another issue
entirely.
Todd Duv.all is the editorial
page editor for The State
Journal in Frankfort.

CAPITOL IDEAS
By Joe Biesk

Lundergan wants critics to give him a chance
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP - Back in
charge of the Kentucky Democratic
Party, Jerry Lundergan wants any
naysayers to judge him on performance.
Lundergan, by his own admission,
has taken over as chairman at a time
when the state's Democratic Party is in
debt, and morale among its faithful has
dipped.
Democrats have suffered a series of
recent political defeats: they lost their
decades-long stranglehold on the governor's office, lost ground in the House
and have been unable to regain control
of the state Senate. Lundergan wants to
reverse those fortunes.
-The finances are gone. there's no
money here. Now,if my critics want to
run the party that way, then so be it."
Lundergan said last week."But

myself, as a lifelong Democrat, I'm
not going to allow my party to be run
that way."
Lundergan is a veteran of
Kentucky's political scene. During the
1980s. he served in the House and had
a previous stint as the state Democratic
Party chairman.
While he does not have a criminal
record, Lundergan's reputation may
have a blemish. In 1989, he was convicted of breaking a law that prohibits
Kentucky legislators from doing nobid contract work for the state.
Lundergan's conviction, however, was
later overturnedbecaus,e he was prosecuted for a felony and not a misdemeanor.
Lundergan — who is not getting
paid for his party work — has set what
are perhaps lofty goals for the party.

First, he says Democrats are focusing on winning all the local county
judge-executive seats in the state. He's
planning to follow that up by regaining
the House seats Democrats lost in the
November 2004 election, and regaining control of the state Senate.
To do that Lundergan has also set
an ambitious goal of raising $1 million
in his first year as chairman. However,
fund-raising is a bit more challenging
these days, he said.
There's no longer a Democrat occupying the governor's office — an
instrumental "silver bullet" to help
party fund-raising. he said. Thus.
Lundergan's spent a large chunk of his
time "dialing for dollars," he said.
"My job is to give(Democrats) the
feeling that we are moving in the right
direction so they will want to reinvest
in their party," Lundergan said.

Then Lundergan wants to restore
some of the luster to the Democratic
Party's Frankfort headquarters, which
is located along Interstate 64.
Eventually, Democrats could use their
headquarters — which he says is the
party's "biggest asset" — to further
promote the party and house its political staff, Lundergan said.
-We've got to be smart and utilize
our asset to its fullest potential,"
Lundergan said.
Democrats across the state need to
unite and focus their efforts against
Republicans.
State Republican Party chairman
John McCarthy said the GOP would
continue its political efforts and not
take anything for granted.
"It's important that the Republican
Party of Kentucky continues to stay
focused on trying to improve the lives

of every person in
Kentucky."
McCarthy said.
-The worst thing
you can do in politics is ever underestimate your opponent."
Still, Democrats
can rebound,
Lundergan
Lundergan said.
"I have that feeling in my body that
am the right guy,- Lundergan said.
"Because I happen to be a person of
long-range planning, I happen to be a
person of strong convictions. And
when I set my mind to do something,
my past record will show that I normally succeed in getting that done."
Joe Biesk is a statehouse n•rorter
for The Associated Press.
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COMMUNITY
AARP will offer free
income tax assistance

Walls named
Rotary Student
of the Month
at CCHS

Murray Lions Club hears program

AARP will offer free income tax assistance for senior adults beginning Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens ('enter, located at 607 Poplar St., Murray.
Each one should bring the current year's
tax forms and preparation booklet; copy
of last year's tax return; W-2 forms; SSA1099 for Social Security benefits; all other
necessary
forms.
Jo's
This will be for walk-ins only and no
Datebook appointments may be made. This is a yearBy Jo Burkeen ly service by the
AARP and will continue
Community
each Wednesday until April 13. For more
Editor
information call 753-0929.

Scholarship applications due Tuesday
Applications for Murray State University scholarships are
due Tuesday. Forms can be found at www.murraystate.edu.
For information call 762-5346.

Special Olympics meeting planned
Special Olympics will hold a Track & Field organizational meeting Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the meeting room of
Calloway Public Library. This will be for anyone who wants
to train and compete at the Area I Track & Field Competition April 23 at Calloway County High School. For more
information call Mary Dee Boemker in the Special Olympics
Kentucky Office at 1-800-633-7403.

Project Graduation meeting at CCHS
Calloway County High School Project Graduation meeting
will be Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. in the school cafeteria. It is
very important that all senior parents attend. There are numerous ways to volunteer for this event. "All senior parents of
the 2005 graduation class are urged to help provide this safe,
unforgettable and fun filled graduation celebration," a senior
parent said.

MMS Council will meet Tuesday
Murray Middle School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in room 103 of the school.
All interested persons invited.

Kappa Department will meet
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the, club house.

'Divorce Recovery' group planned
A "Divorce Recovery" support group will start Wednesday
at 5:15 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Main and 16th
Streets, Murray. The group will meet for 10 weeks each
Wednesday with the cost being $15 for the workbook. Dr.
Lee Kern will be the leader for the study, of the resource
group, "Rebuilding When , Relationaltips.4401:* All interested
persons are inviiter
rre-eM,1174 Stions, Call the
church at 753-6460:"

Marriage Retreat is scheduled
Blood River Baptist Association will sponsor a Marriage
Retreat on Feb. 4 and 5 at Lake Barkley Lodge, Cadiz. The
cost will be $41 per couple for room with meals to be extra.
Reservations may be made by calling the association office
at Hardin at 437-4203. The deadline for payment and cancellation will be on Tuesday.

Chamber breakfast Tuesday
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce Business
CO Breakfast will be Tuesday at 7:30 a.m. in the Murray
room of Murray State University Regional Special Events
Center. Reservations for the event are recommended and are
available by calling the Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171.

Late registration planned for soccer
The Murray-Calloway County, Soccer Association will be
taking late registrations for the Spring Soccer Season today
through Saturday. Persons may sign up at The Trophy Case
during normal business hours. Each one should bring the last
four digits of the child's Social Security number and pay at
$10 fee.

Al-Anon meeting is Tuesday
Al-Anon will meet Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. Please enter from the southside rear door
located near the playground. The only requirement is that
there be a problem of alcoholism or addiction in a relative
or friend.

Singles will meet Tuesday
Murray Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the
annex of Calloway Public Library. Plans will be discussed
concerning the Valentine's Dance to be Feb. 12 from 7 to 11
p.m. at Joe Creason Building, 1600 Park Ave., Benton. This
is open to all singles. For information call Vicky at 753-3128,
Laverne at 753-0181 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Local NAMI meeting is first Tuesday
The local affiliate of the National Alliance of the Mentally 111 will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m, in the private dining
rooms 1 and 2 of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Issues
relevant to mental health care in this area will be discussed.
Also support groups for persons with mental illness and their
families will be conducted. All interested persons are invited.

Ladies of the Oaks
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club, will have their regularly scheduled Bridge play on
Wednesday.
Play will start at 9:15 a.m.
at the club house with Janet
Kirk, phone 753-7418, as hostess.

Winners of Bridge play on
Jan. 26 were Lou Ann Philpot,
first, and Sue Wells, second.
Mary Alice Smith was hosted.
A potluck lunch and business meeting was held following Bridge play.

READ THE COMMUNITY
PAGEDAILY

Bridal &
Gift Registry
Something bold Something new Something Pier t.

Photo provided

Scott Turner, center, first vice president of Murray Lions Club, presents Rachael
Williams, left, and Jonathan Raj certificates of appreciation for the program presented at the Tuesday night dinner meeting of the club. The two Murray High School
seniors used a PowerPoint presentation complete with many photos to relate their
experiences last summer when they attended an International Space Camp in
Houston, Texas, The two-week long camp involved select students from around the
world who participated in learning activities conducted by NASA, including a number of astronauts with space experience.

Numerous 4-H activities scheduled
Numerous 4-H activities
are organizing and preparing
in February for exciting educational events. Youth
involved in 4-H are gaining
four important lifelong skills
which are
master,
belonging,
generosity
and independence.
The volunteers in
our program also
and
Extension grow
gain skills
Notes
as they
By
help youth
Ginny Harper accomplish
Calloway
the lifelong
County Agent skills
for 4-H/Youth
above.
Development
We are
in need of
a few individuals with
sewing skills that would
enjoy passing on to youth
the thrill of using a machine
and making a specific project. There are clothing and
non-clothing options for each
skill level. Boys and girls
are great at this sewing project but we need a volunteer
to work directly with each
youth at 'their own pace and
on their own time schedule.
We will have Master
Clothing Volunteers available
to advise and give project
specification and requirements.
We ask all volunteers to
complete a volunteer application and a background check
to work directly with youth
one on one. If you could
assist with this sewing project, come to the 4-1-1 Sewing
Orientation on Thursday at
5:30 p.m. at the Extension

1711-N?al
[(1rtgage
iink1.
www.globalmtglink.com
:71 For 3 Years
In A Row --•
Zero Down
RHS Loans

Office or call me to sign on
for this adventure.
Many clubs and project
groups are beginning their
efforts this month. Here is a
glance of the club work and
events that are fizzing in
February.
II 4-H Speech and
Demonstrating Training at the
Calloway Public Library
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. Feb. 2,
9, 16 and 23. Sharon
Siebold will be the instructor. The competition is
scheduled Feb. 26 at Westside Baptist Church. Call the
Extension Office to sign up.
Special supplies will be
given to those that sign up
by Feb. 8.
III 4-H Council will meet
Thursday at 4 p.m. at the
Extension Office. All interested are welcome.
IN 4-H Sewing Orientation
Thursday at 5:30 p.m. at the
Extension Office.
•
10 United Way Celebration
Breakfast Friday at 7:30 p.m.
at the Senior Citizens Center.
Call your reservation in by
Tuesday to the Extension
Office.
II Millennium Mutts 4-H
Dog Club will meet Saturday
from 10 a.m. to noon at
Karen Collins' Wldwood
Farm. Youth can bring their
dogs and a crate. Youth will
be making dog b iscuits and
working on Agility Equipment. The Dog Club leader
o

1(1981014MM SALE
IMMEDIATE PAYOUT!!!
— MAYFIELD

PADUCAH

Feb.18 & 19 Drop Off
March 4 & 5 Drop Off
Feb. 22 25•Shopping Plaza
March 8- 18 • Gores- Lone Oak Rd.
* Murray clothing pick-up available *

Sign up Today! 270-247-8929
All items sorted at consignment - guaranteed

Money & clothing tracA,'for pick up at end ofsale — no waiting'

Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS
SCHEDULE GOOD THRU FEB 3

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 P.M.
ON SAT. & SUN ONLY
Hide and Seek
R - 7:10 - 9:20
Alone In The Dark
R - 7:25 - 9:35

•

•

•''.:Xid• Party Supplies

•
:
,..coratio- •6ift Baskets
Valentine's Gifts For Ages 2 to 100!
715 1 S. 12* St.(Across ham Food Giant)

Coach Carter
PG13 - 6:55 - 9:40
(OLYMPIC PLAZA — MURRAY)

Phantom of the Opera
PG13 - 6:50 - 9:45

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU:
•!OW loan, no money down
*Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

(270) 753-7407
reil 111 N. 12th %I.

Are We There Yet?
PG - 7:20 - 9:25

EXIVIK far Glom & Costae( Lents
•Trtstanat cif Eye hirtikas
*LargeS.
(iDe4gper Flues sadSaegfaset
Nes linwaset Atztphd

Meet The Fockers
PG13 - 7:05 - 9:30

"Quality Eyesarejar the Entire amity-

Racing Stripes
PG- 7:00 - 9:10

Pillimports
1205B

Sewing By Steven
• Drapery • Custom Bedding • AIxessorws
• Custom Blinds • Specialty Rods • Upholstery
• Design Service Available

Suite B • Murray
Choose from hundreds of unique,
unexpected home furnishings you won't
find anywhere else. For something bold,
something new, and all totally you,
visit Murray's Pier l today.

is Karen Collins, phone 7532294.
•Cooking Session with
Wilda Jetton will be Feb. 7
from 3:30 to 5 p.m. at the
Extension Office. Call the
Extension Office by Friday
to sign up.
II The Dairy Bowl Team
will be organizing and meeting this month. For more
information call Coach Gary
Lawson at489-2227. The
state competition will be
March 14-15 at UK in Lexington. A junior and senior
team will compete.
•4-H agent will be at
the State Extension Conference Feb. 8-10 in Lexington.
• Volunteers are needed
for the Reality Store Feb. 16
and 17.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program is a part of the
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture Cooperative Extension Service. The
Calloway County 4-H Council receives funding from
United Way of Murray-Calloway County.

Ryan Walls, a senior at Calloway County High School.
was selected as the January
Student of the Month for the
Murray Rotary Club.
Wallis is currently enrolled
in four AP classes in chemistry, physics, English and calculus.
He has
already
completed AP
U.S. history.
H e
was
named
"Best
All
Around"
by the
CCHS
Ryan Walls faculty
and
"Most Intellectual" by his senior class. He has been a member of the Academic Team for
the past four years, serving as
captain the past two years, and
is president of the Drama Club.
Throughout his high school
career. Walls has participated
in organizations such as thc Beta
Club, Technology Student Association, Student Technology
Leadership Program, Foreign
Language Club as the Latin
representative, National Science
Honors Society and Student
Council:
Walls has been recognized
by the United States Achievement Academy for math, science. English, history and
drama. He has also received
recognition from the National
Honor Roll and Who's Who
Among American High school
Students. He placed third at
the State Foreign Language
Festival in Latin Recitation
Level 3: and received a medal
for Outstanding Performance
in the National Latin Exam.
He is a graduate of the
2003-22004 Leadership Tomorrow program and Murray State's
Commonwealth Honors Academy. Class of 2004. He will
graduate from high school with
46 hours of college credit.
Walls is the son of Ricky
and Katy Walls and attends
Murray Family Church. His
plans after graduation are undecided, but he does plan to
study Government and U.S. Politics.

Chestnut St. • Murray. KY

Save 31% On All Custom Blinds
llamas MilSt WWI

Now Offering More Than 1,000 Fabrics including Silks

Coll For Appolotonoret 270-753-4361
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Colleges buying more Cost share funding requests
food from local farmers accepted during February
By JEANNETTE J. LEE
Associated Press Writer
MERIDEN, Conn. (AP, —
Mealy apples. boxed mashed
potatoes, frozen veggie mixes
and suspicious meats drive
many a college student to the
cereal and bagel bins.
But dining halls from Bates
College in Maine to the
University of California at Santa
Cruz are improving their food
and helping their local agricultural economies by going
straight to the farm.
They're seeking out small
and medium-sized farmers near
campus for fresh produce, meat
and dairy products. Most of the
farmers grow organic crops or
use pesticides sparingly and
practice methods of sustainable
agriculture, such as crop rotation.
About 200 colleges nationwide purchase at least one product from a small farm in their
community or state, according
to Kristen Markley, National
Farm to College Program
Manager of the Community
Food Security Coalition.
The hook, many say, is that
locally grown food just tastes
better.
"Produce that's meant to be
transported is grown for durability." Markley said. "Local farmers grow varieties that are delicious, but not as durable."
Last year, Yale undergraduates would often doctor their
school-issued .1D cards to get
into the one dining hall that regularly cooked with farm-fresh
ingredients.
"It's not as much of a problem this year since we spread the
menu to all the college dining
halls," said Melina ShannonDipietro, Associate Director of
the Yale Sustainable Food
Project.
Buying locally also helps satisfy student demand for vegetarian,}vegan and organic options,
'and' iednees or- eliminates,.the
fuel, packaging and refrigeration
needed to transport perishable
foods.
And replacing hardy but spiritless produce with local varieties — luscious heirloom tomatoes and sweet Rome apples —
encourages students to munch
on more fruits and vegetables.
"This is the time to show students healthy choices so they
can develop food habits that are
good and long-lasting," said
Jennifer Wilkins, Director of
Cornell University's Farm to
School Program.
As sales, of organic produce
have skyrocketed and restaurants have turned to local farms
for haute cuisine, ShannonDipietro even sees the move as a
recruiting tool.
"Twenty years ago it was
important how good academically a college was. Now it's
overall quality of life that's also
important and food is right up
there," she said.
Advocates of buying locally,
many of whom are students, also
hope to sustain the ever-shrinking population of small to medium-sized farms.
"Colleges are lucrative ctn.tomers for farmers because they
buy in bulk on a regular basis
and have good credit," said Jack
Duff of Blackberry Meadows
Farm, an organic vegetable farm
in Natrona Heights, Pa.
Last fall, Meriden farmer
Wayne Young sold almost 4,000
pounds of apples and pears per
week to Yale. "It helps," Young
said.

The Calloway County Conservation District
will be accepting requests for cost share funding
under the Kentucky Soil Erosion and Water
Quality Cost Share Program beginning Tuesday
;;and extending through Feb 28, 2005.
The Kentucky Soil Erosion and Water Quality
i Cost Share Program was created to help agricultural operations protect the soil and water
resources of Kentucky. This program is a result
;. of House Bill 377 that was passed in the 1994
r'Cieneral Assembly. This bill established annual
%cost share funds to be administered by conservanon districts with priority given to animal waste

Company uses pink dye
in effort to curb thefts
of anhydrous ammonia

AP Photo

Alberta Hemstock prepares fresh cauliflower for cooking
in the kitchen at Yale's Berkeley College.
Interest in farm to college
programs perked up three or
four years ago, said Gary Valen,
...4iatator......oLs,operakiliet for
OtifisiencidCenter. a Malloblable
agltictlture organizatletrhr Cold
Spring, N.Y.
Valen co-founded the first
university-based local food project in 1986 at Hendrix College
in Arkansas. When the program
started, only 6 percent of the
school's food came from
Arkansas despite its heavy farming, he said. By 1989, it was 30
percent. •
"Now it's a movement that's
sweeping the country," Valen
said.
This fall, at the urging of students. the University of
California at Santa Cruz started
a new contract to source at least
2 percent of its produce from
small farmers operating within a
250 mile radius of the campus.
Kenyon College began supplying its two dining halls with
apples, potatoes, squash, lettuce,
berries and other produce from
small farmers in Ohio.
Tufts University, Cornell
University, Vassar College,
Middlebury
College, the
University of Wisconsin at
Madison and Ohio University
are among other colleges committed to buying as much as they
can from local fanners.
Christine Schwartz, dining
services director at Bates
College in Maine, said buying
from Maine farmers costs about
the same as buying exclusively
through a major food supplier.
Twenty percent to 30 percent of
Bates'food budget goes to products produced in Maine.
Bates' dining hall staff is

accustomed to chopping lettuce
and peeling potatoes, rather than
ripping open prepackaged salads
and boxes of dehydrated spud
flakes. Schools with fledgling
programs must consider additional labor costs involved, but
many say it's worth it.
"The staff say the work is
turning their job back into a profession. They missed really
cooking," said
ShannonDipietro.
Supporters say buying fresh
local food isn't just another culinary flash in the pan. "I think
this represents a-shift in how we
think about health, school
meals,food service and the food
system," Wilkins said.

OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP) —
A company is adding a pink dye
to a key ingredient in methamphetamine production, with
hopes of cutting back on the use
of the chemical in drug making.
Royster-Clark will begin putting GloTell into the anhydrous
ammonia it sells to farmers in
western Kentucky. The additive
causes most objects that come in
contact with the fertilizer or its
vapors to be stained bright pink.
Tim Ellis, manager of the
local Royster-Clark store, said
he approached his supervisors
about beginning to place the
additive in all the anhydrous
ammonia his store sells to farmers as a way to confront the
methamphetamine problem in
western Kentucky.
"This is kind of something
new to all of us in the industry,"

r
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Getting Started With
Computers
Three Thursdays
February 10-2,4
6-8 p.m
Introduction to Microsoft Word
Three Mondays
Feb. 14-28 or April 18-May 2
6-8 p.m.

Introduction to
Windows XP
Three Thursdays
March 3-17
6-8 •.m.
Introduction to
Microsoft Fuel
,,Tuesdays
Feb. 15-March 1 c

Computers for
Senior Citizens
Three Thursdays
March 31-April 14
4-5:30 p.m
Introduction to
Microsoft Access
Three Mondays
I
March 7-21
I
6-8 ..m.
Introduction to
Introduction to
Basics of
PhotoShop Elements Microsoft PowerPoint Website Construction
Three Tuesdays
T'e Tuesaa.
,
Two Mondays
March
29-April 19
rlarrh 8-12 6-8 o m
March 28 & April 11, 6-8 p.m.
6-8 p.m
Intermediate
Intermediate
Introduction to
Microsoft Word
Microsoft Access
Microsoft Publisher
Three Mondays
Three Tuesdays
Three Thursdays
May 9-23
May 17-31
April 21-May 5, 6-8 p.m.
6-8 .m.
6-8 p.m
ACT Prep Workshop
How to Use E-Bay
Basic 35mm
(Online Auctions)
Half-Day Sat. Workshop
Photography
One Thursday
Feb. 5, April 2 or June 4
3 Tuesdays
May 12. 6-8 p.m.
March 1-15
9 am.-Noon
6:30-8.30 p.m.
Great Proposal Writ's,
Sign language for Beginners
Basic Welding
Workshop
ilree Mondays
Four Mondays
One Friday
April 18-May 2
and Tuesdays
V
April 1, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
6 -Rpm
June 6-28, 6-8 p.m. ..,4'
Three Tuesday,Feb 15-March 1
6-8 p.m

Home
Auto
Farm
IRA's.
Nursing Home

Moot No* INEIN
Two Tuesdays

Small Business Owner's
Retirement Planning

March 8-15
6-8 p.m.

One Tuesday
March 29 6-9 pm

111 Sydow id friaind Piano lamas lot Busy Pe*(Easy) Phu lawn It hey Pimple
One Tuesday
One Saturday
(hbinsible)
March 29
6-9 p.m.

INSURANCE
www.kfbmurray.com

k Usk k

MEM

Basic Investing

HWY. 121 BYPASS• 753-4703

• Diagnosis & Treatment
of Eye Dtsease & Iniunes
• Budget & Designer Eyewear
•Contacts For Astigmatism & Bifocals
• Most Insurance Accepted
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Ellis said.
Daviess County
Sheriff's
He said the store would be department said there have been
the first in western Kentucky to at least 25 arrests on anhydrous
sell anhydrous ammonia with ammonia thefts each year by his
the dye.
department in recent years.
The fertilizer is often stolen
"Any steps we can take to
from large tanks in fields and at limit the theft of anhydrous, and
farm supply stores using home- in turn the production of meth,
made tapping mechanisms and a we feel are positive," said
variety of containers. The Daviess County Sheriff Keith
process of stealing the fertilizer Cain.
can expose thieves to the fertilProtective gear will keep
izer or its vapors, which conipa- those handling the fertilizer
ny officials say will turn skin legally from being stained by the
and clothes bright pink for 48 additive. Ellis said. GloTell does
hours.
not affect the fertilizer's usefulThe additive costs about a ness, and the coloring will also
dollar more per acre fertilized, help farmers detect leaks in
Ellis said.
tanks, he added.
Law enforcement officials
The additive is also available
are hoping the additive will put a to other anhydrous ammonia
dent in thefts of the fertilizer distributors, even
though
throughout the region.
Royster-Clark owns the patent.
Lt. Jeff Jones with the Ellis said.

A4ov
A.A,„/

GE ProfileTM
30" Range

24-Hour
Emergency
Care

related problems and agricultural district partici-,;
pants where pollution problems have been idette
titled. Initial funding for the program will
provided by the Kentucky Department of,
Agriculture.
Funding for practices will be approved by the;
Soil and Water Conservation Commission at the
Kentucky Division of Conservation, located in
Frankfort, as funds are available.
For more information stop by the conservation district office located at 88 Robertson Rd..
South, Murray.

May 21
9.30 a m -1 p m

One Saturday
May 21, 2-5 p.m.

270-762-3659; 1-800-669-7654 Ext. 3659
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It Pays To Advertise!
Call 753-1916 To Learn Now With Us!
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Brian Murdock (31) pushes the ball upcourt in the
first half against Christian Fellowship School Saturday night. Murdock paced the Lakers with 14 points.

Calloway County
closes out weekend
with sweep of CFS
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Quick — what's the one
thing the Calloway County
boys' basketball coach has in
common with other First Region
skippers such as Carlisle County's Brian 0'Neil, Allan Hatcher of Graves County and Heath's
Jimmy Long?
All of those coaches have
at least 100 wins and Terry Birdsong notched his Saturday night
in a 76-25 drubbing of Christian Fellowship School at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Birdsong's overall record
improved to 100-62 in his six
seasons of walking the sidelines at Calloway County High
School. The Lakers as team,
however, moved • to 18-1 on
the season and are 12-0 at
home this season.
The Lakers put 11 players
in the scoring column, including a game-high 14 points from
Brian Murdock, who has been
Birdsong's best sixth man off
the bench this season — at
least until Cody White went
down with an ACL injury in
the Marshall County contest a
week ago.
Murdock, starting in his second game in as many days,
was 5-for-10 from the field,
including four 3-pointers.
The 6-foot, 140-pound junior guard said that he was having fun out there. But, at the
same time, he knows it's important for him to reniember what
his role is on the team.
"We're going to have to
step everything up after losing

Calloway Co.
21 17 15 23 — 76
CFS
04 0616 09 — 25
CFS(1.13)— Adams-Jones 4. Bryan,
Edmonds 3, Lewis 7, C Norton 4, M.
Norton, Wingham 7
FG: 9 3-point FG: 2 (Edmonds
Wingham) FT: 5-8 Fouls: 6.
Calloway Co. (18-1) — Adams,
Berbench 2, Burnous 11. Futrell 12,
Grinstead 6, Hargrove 5, Lockhart,
Miller, Murdock 14, Perry 8, Streetman
9, J, Tindsti 2. T, Tindell 7. Wetter.
FG: 32 3-point FG: 11 (Murdock 11,
Futrell 2, Party 2. Hargrove, Streetman,
T. Tindall). FT: 1-1 Fouls: 9.

Cody," Murdock said. "The
defensive presence he brings
to this' team is so important.
and now it's gone. But in practice. I think things have been
getting better. Hopefully, we can
start carrying that over into
the games."
Chase Futrell tossed in 12
for Calloway, while Jeremi
Bumpus added II. Josh Streetman finished with nine and
Wes Perry was good for eight.
Senior transfer Trey Tindell
tossed in seven and J.C. Grinstead added six. T.J. Hargrove
had five, while Jake Tindill
and Eric Berberich both finished
with two points.
Grinstead held Eagles' leading scorer Adams to four points.
Calloway's bench didn't
outscore its starters on Saturday night, but it did prove
fruitful by tossing in a teamtotal of 32 points. As far as
Birdsong was concerned. Saturday was all about building
confidence.
MI See LAKERS Page 28

By
NANNEY
Sports Editor
MAYFIELD, Ky. — Free
throws were both a curse and
a blessing for the Murray High
Lady Tigers during Saturday's
All "A" Classic First Region
championship game against
Ballard Memorial.
The Lady Tigers' woes from
the charity stripe --, a season-long Achilles heel -- nearly cost them a second straight
region
crown.
Ironically
enough, though, free throws
may have been the only thing
that helped Murray outlast a
gutsy and determined effort
by the Lady Bombers in a
73-70 double-overtime decision at Graves County's
Eagles' Nest.
MHS was a horrid 14-of34 from the foul line in regulation, literally sending what
should have been an easy victory into an overtime free-forall.
However, the Lady Tigers
somehow managed to collect
themselves just enough from
the line to hit 13-of-20 attempts
in the two overtimes — including 10-of-16 in the final extra
session — for the win.
"I told (JAM assistant
coaches) Delanda (Olive) and
Monica (Evans) several times
that if we lost this game we
could never watch our kids
shoot another free throw this
year." recalled a relieved Murray head coach Rechelle Turner. "It's been a problem for
us all year, but our kids stepped
up and hit them when they
had to."
Senior forward Katie Garland, who scored a team-high
22 points, was One of the few
Lady Tigers who made good
on her chances from the stripe,
hitting 5-of-8 attempts- in the
final 58 seconds to help hold
off the Lady Bombers.
"It's a mental thing for us.
That was mostly the reason
we missed them," Garland said
of Murray's struggles at the
foul line. "But you have to
give Ballard's fans a lot of
credit. They did a great job
of disturbing us. But our seniors didn't want to let this
one get away."
In addition to battling their
free throw woes, the Lady
Tigers (13-7) had to fend off
a valiant effort by Ballard guard
Kayla Cooper, who virtually
willed her team into overtime
with a game-high 30 points.
Cooper was instrumental in
the Lady Bombers' comeback
in regulation, scoring 18 of
her points in the fourth quarter as Ballard overcame ad

Lady Tigers are
Richmond-bound after
three-point double OT victory
over Ballard Saturday night

SCOTT NANNEYtedger & Times photo

Junior guard Christina Dunn snips a piece of the net as a souvenir after the
Lady Tigers outlasted Ballard Memorial in the finals of the girls All 'A' Classic First Region tournament. (Top) The Murray High Lady Tigers hoist the All
'A' Classic First Region championship trophy after defeating Ballard Memorial
In two overtimes Saturday night at Graves County High School.
I I -point tficit to force the
extra sessions.
It was Cooper's driving
layup with just seven seconds
remaining that helped draw
the game even at 52-52 after
Murray had led the contest
the entire way. The senior also
had a chance to give the Lady
Bombers a miracle win in regulation, but her desperation 3pointer from the right wing
fell harmlessly off the rim as
time expired.
Cooper was at it again in

the first four-minute overtime top player was too much for
session, giving Ballard its first Ballard to overcome.
lead of the contest at 56-54
Murray also lost its top play
on a layup with 2:12 left. But er — senior guard Lisa Thurthe Lady Bombers elation man. who scored 18 point.
quickly subsided as Cooper — to foul trouble late in thc
committed an ill-advised foul first overtime. But junior cen— her fifth — on Murray's ter Jordan Huston nailed two
inbounds pass.
free throws to put the Lady
The Cooper-less Lady Tigers back on top at 63-61.
Bombers managed to survive Then, Garland took over, scorChristina Dunn's game-win- ing seven of Murray's last
ning 3-point attempt at the eight points to send her team
buzzer that forced a second
overtime. But the loss of its •See MURRAY Page 113
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UK wins in boar of8game

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP) —
Arkansas coach Stan Heath watched a
last-second shot fall short of giving the
Razorbacks a victory over a Top 10 opponent and could only stand by while two
solid players sprawled injured on the

throws in the period. Heath said Brewer
could have had a better game on defense,
too.
"Defensively, he had a couple of
moments there where he got under my
skin," Heath said.
Court.
But Heath saw the Razorbacks (14-6,
Heath liked what he saw Saturday in 2-5 Southeastern Conference ) commit
No.7 Kentucky's 68-67 win over the Razor- only 13 turnovers against an aggressive
backs.
Kentucky defense that often put the presRonnie Brewer is day to day with a sure on as the Razorbacks moved the hall
left ankle injury and Michael Jones. who up the court. And the Razorbacks don't
went down 50 seconds into the game, have a true point guard. Arkansas forced
will be evaluated for an apparent groin 19 turnovers from the Wildcats (16-2, 7injury. Heath didn't blame the injuries 0).
for the loss, and he said he expects BrewArkansas also outrebounded Kentucky
er to play when suffering from dings.
37-30; the Razorbacks pulled down 21
Brewer didn't score after hurting the offensive rebounds.
ankle midway through the second half,
"I never would have thought that would
and had only a field goal and four free have happened," Heath said.

Chuck Hayes, the SEC's second-leitding rebounder. played 20 minutes While
wearing a clear mask to protect a tiroken nose. The Razorbacks negated 4ny
threat he: posed, limiting Hayes to 'Go
rebounds And four points.
"There's a lot of things we did good
in this game." Heath said. "We've gnitto
carry that ... to the rest of conference
play."
Every time Kentucky was primed to(*len
a significant lead, the Razorbacks s-vere
able to upset the Wildcats' tempo. The
game came down to a 3-pointer launched
by Eric Ferguson. The shot had 20.($0plus fans and the players on both shies
holding their breath as the shot fell ay,
letting the Wildcats remain undefeated:in
the league
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By.
Haverstock
Insurance Agency

hate Auto
tryouranc•

Van *vet-Stock.

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
NBA STANDINGS

All Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Dhision
W L Pet GB
Boston
21 23 477
Philadelphia
20 23.465 1/2
New York
18 25 419 2 1/2
New Jersey
18 26 409
3
Toronto
18 27 400 3 1/2
Southeast Division
W L Pct GB
Miami
33 13 717
Washington
26 17 605 5 1/2
Orlando
24 19 558 71/2
Charlotte
9 32.22021 1/2
Atlanta
8 34 190
23
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Cleveland
26 17.605 Detroit
26 18 591
1/2
Chicago
22 20 524 3 1/2
Indiana
20 22 476 5 112
Milwaukee
15 27 35710 1/2

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Southwest Olvisk)n
W L Pct GB
Antonio
36 10 783
San
Dallas
28 14.667
6
Memphis
25 20556101/2
24 21 53311 1/2
Houston
New Orleans
8 35 18626 1/2
Northwest Division
W L Pct GB
Seattle
30 12.714
1.4innesota
24 20.545
7
19 25,432
Denver
12
17 25 405
Portland
13
15 30333161/2
Utah
Pacific Division
W L Pct GB
Phoenix
36 10783
Sacramento
30 13.698 4 1/2
LA Lakers
11
23 19 548
LA Clippers
14
21 23 477
12 32 273
Golden State
23

Lady Racers fall at Morehead
Special to the Ledger
NIOREHEAD, Ky. - The Murray State Lady Racers faced
a physical, stifling defense at Morehead State Saturday night.
falling to the Lady Eagles 71-59 in Ohio Valley Conference
action..
Murray State (7-12, 3-5 OVC) was led by Gerreca Matthews,
who had 10 points on 4-for-5 shooting from the field to go
with a co-game-high two steals. Remington finished with nine
:points, a game-high eight rebounds and four assists, while
,Hayes had nine points and freshman guard Alaina Lee had
:eight. Miller grabbed five rebounds, while freshman guard
,- Shaleea Petty, had a team-high five assists and two steals.

IIII Racers ...
From Page 18
State (9-10, 3-5 OVC) got out
to as much as a 10-6 lead,
but Murray State hung in there.
With the game tied at 2222 with 7:47 left in the first
half, the Racers scored the next
seven points and went into the
locker room at halftime with
a 36-28 lead.
The Eagles opened the second half scoring the first nine
points of the period to gain a
39-38 lead, and would take as
much as a 46-41 lead when
Chad McKnight scored a threepoint play with 13:28 left in
regulation.
Murray chisled away at that
lead, and held a 59-58 edge
with 7:12 left in the game
when it began a huge drive,
scoring the next 12 points and
21 of the next 22 to power
out to an 80-59 lead.
The drive began when Darnell Hopkins made the second
of two free-throw attempts.
Pearson popped in a trey and
Hopkins made two more free
throws. A 3-pointer by Issian
Redding and a three-point play
by Redding capped a 12-0 run
that pushed the Racers out to
a 71-58 lead.
Morehead's Quinton Smith
made one of two free-throw
attempts to break up the Racer
run, but Murray State picked
up where it left off with layups
by Pearson and Redding and
a free throw by Pearson Griffith. Four more points from
Pearson pushed Murray State
to an 80-59 lead with 1:17 left

;II Murray ...

1111111191AT ST (11-7)
Reerilen 10-17 2-2 28, Janitor 4-8 4-6
It, Hopkins 1-7 3-4 6, Witherspoon 36 1-2 8, Gnfhth 2-7 1-4 5, Holder 0-0 00 0. Dansby 2-3 0-0 6, Wolf 0-0 0-0 0,
Adams 1.1 0-0 2, Orr 1-3 0-0 2,
Redding 4-6 1-1 10, Jackson 0-1 0-00
Johnson 1-2 2-6 4 Teti. 29-61 14-25

33.
MOREHEAD ST.(9-10)
Reed 5-12 1-2 11 Kelly 3-5 2-2
Smith 4-9 6-8 16, Burns 5-9 0-0 11
McKnight 6-11 1-2 13, Stevens 0-1 0-0
0, True 0-0 0-0 0, McDonald 2-4 0-0 4
Totals 25-51 10-14 64
Halftime - Murray St 36-26 3-Point
Goals - Murray St 11-23(Poem, Ii, Dansby 2-2. Redding 1-1, Houk
1-3, Witherspoon 1-3, Off 0-1, Jertite,
0-2). Morehead St. 4-14 (Smith 2-5
Kelly 1-1, Burns 14, Reed 0-41
Fouled Out - Kelly, McKnight
Rebounds - Murray Si. 38 (Grrftr,
Redding 7). Morehead St 24 (Bun
McKnight 5). Assists - Murray St 17
(Jeniter 5), Morehead St 16(Smith 6)
Total Fouls - Murray St. 16,
Morehead St. 18. A - 3,277.

in the game.
Pearson had 28 points to
go with six rebounds and four
assists. Keith Jenifer added 12
points and had a team-high
five assists, while Redding had
10 points off the bench and a
co-game-high seven rebounds.
Griffith also had seven
rebounds, while Justin Orr had
a co-game-high three steals
Shawn Witherspoon had six
rebounds to go with eight points
Morehead State was paced
by Smith's 16 points, six assists
and three steals. McKnight
added 13 points and five
rebounds, while Cory Burns
had 11 points and five rebounds
and Josh Reed put in 11 points.

GUY HUFFMAN/Morehead State University

Murray State center Pearson Griffith (50) rejeocts a
shot by Morehead State's Chad McKnight during Saturday's OVC action at Ellis T. Johnson Arena, The
Racers earned a season sweep of the Eagles with
the 84-64 decision.

•Lakers

;From Page 1B
:to this week's All "A" Classic state tournament at Richmond for the seventh time in
:the last 10 years.
: "It took me a quarter-and:a-half to get her to want the
:basketball." said a prodding
:Turner of Garland. "When Lisa
:fouled out, we had no other
:choice but to put the ball in
her hands."I knew in a game like this
that senior leadership was going
to be important." Garland
'explained. "I knew I had to
'get the ball in my hands and
step up for my team."
With Cooper on the sidelines,
the onus fell on April Carter
to carry the offensive load for
Ballard Memorial. The senior
-guard did score 23 points in
the game, but was unable to
pull out the victory for the
Lady Bombers.
Turner credited her squad's
defensive effort on Carter in
the second overtime as a key
to the Lady Tigers' victory.
"As soon as Cooper fouled
out, we went to a box-andone (defensive set). That really put the pressure on Caner
to make the plays,- she noted.
"We gave up 70 points in the
game. but I felt like they were
70 yard-earned points. ... We
just continued to take it to
them. I thought Volp and Katie
really stepped up for us at the
end."
The Lady Tigers ended the
es ening 20-of-46 from the floor.
including 2-of-4 from 3-point
range. Murray was a collective 27-of-54 from the charity
stripe, but managed to outrebound the Lady Bombers 4240.
Ballard (10-8) - which
,trailed 13-4 after one quarter,
;22-12 at halftime and 35-26

Murray Ledger & Times

From Page 1B
"Brian has worked very hard
in practice," Birdsong added.
"He can shoot the ball well,
but sometimes with him it
comes down to confidence. I
was glad to see there in the
second half when he missed
two or three in a row and then
came back, hung in there and
finally hit one.
"He'll miss a couple and
then come back and make three
or four in a row. I thought he
played well, and I thought T..1
made a big shot. J.C.
helped set'the tone defensively when we got, him in there
and went man-to-man. He took
(Joey Adams) out of the game
a little bit with his pressure."
Lady takers SS, CFS 11
Carrie Radke, Chelsea Morris. Beth 'Ross and Rachel
Adams all had 10 points as
the Lady Lakers cruised to a
victory over Christian Fellowship in Saturday's nightcap.
Calloway opened the game
with a 17-1 lead after the first
quarter of play and led 33-4
SCOTT NANNEY'Ledger & Times photo
at intermission.
Murray High's Jordan Huston looks for an open teamKayla Cunningham tossed
mate against the defense of Ballard Memorial's Heather in six points, while Megan
Williams (25) during Saturday's All 'A' Classic action Starks' only bucket was a 3at Graves County's Eagles' Nest.
pointer. Samantha Butts, Whitney
Jones and Kelly Taylor all
at the end of the three peri- each made the all-tournament
ods - finished just 22-of-64 team from Murray. Cooper, finished with two points.
The Lady Lakers moved to
from the field, including only Caner and Haley Houston were
.500 on the season (8-8) and
5-of-16 from beyond the arc. chosen from Ballard.
are ridding a two-game winThe Lady Bombers hit 21-ofning streak after a pair of
35 free throw attempts.
LADY
TIGERS
73
weekend victories, but that's
The Lady Tigers will now
Ballard l'Ilemorial 70. 20T
not
enough to make head coach
face Eighth Region champion
Scott Sivills back off of his
Murray
13 09 13 17 09 12-73
Carroll County (16-2)in the first
Ballard 04 08 14 26 09 09- 70
troops.
round of Kentucky's small
Murray (13-7)- Garland 22. Thurman
"One of our goals tonight
school state tournament at 12:30
18, Volp 10 Sears 10 Dunn 9, Huston
was
to smile and have inten4
FG:
20-46
3-poInt
FG: 2-4 (Dunn
p.m. (CST) on Wednesday at
sity and play with enthusiasm.
Thurman) FT: 27-54 Rebounds: 42
Eastern Kentucky University's
Ballard(104)- Cooper 30 Carter 23,
and I thought we did," he said
McBrayer Arena.
Hudson 6, Bowers 4 Shelman
Saturday "The bottom line is'
Gordon 3 FG: 22-64 3-point FG: 5-16
All-Tournament Team: Thurwe're 8-8 and have a two/Carter 3 Cooper 2i FT: 21-35
man, Dunn, Garland and Volp
Rebounds: 40
game winning streak. All that
does is point us towards a positive. I know it was against
Christian Fellowship. but over‘
‘N,Sit MEMOkd
all it's a win. I'll take a win
GOLF COURSE
any day."
Furthermore,
Sivills
preached the importance of what

la

MICHEL DANN/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County guard Beth Ross makes a move
around a CFS defender for two of her 10 points Saturday night as the Lady Lakers cruised past the Lady
Eagles.
it means for his ballclub to come
together as a team. According
to the eighth-year coach, that
takes two main ingredients urgency and senior leadership.
"We're in the stretch run
right now where we have to
get better," he said, "But if
our seniors step up like I know
they will, we'll be able to
make a run at some things and
maybe cause some problems
for some other teams."
Overall. Sivills was happy
with the point production he
got from his bench.
-That was one of our goals
tonight. We wanted to get everyone into the ballgame and see
what kind of depth develops
off the bench," Sivills said
after the game.
"When you play games like

Pali NOS
MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

CFS
01 03 04 03- 11
Calloway Co
17 16 12 10-55
CFS (2-13)- Cassity 4 Foley 1,
Philips, Sevems, Am Solomon 4, As
Solomon 2, White
Kt: 3-22 3-poim FG: 1-9(Cassity)
4-8 Rebounds 18 Fouls: 6
Calloway Co.(84)- Adams 10, Butte
2, Cunningham 6 Esterlem, Jones 2.
Morns 10, Radke 10, Rose 10, Starks 3.
Taiglor 2, Webb
FO: 24-48 3-point FG: 2-11 (Ross.
Starks) FT 5-7 Rebounds 43. Fouts:

1

use & Throat
Phillip Mapper. M.O.

"New Member"* Discount for 2005

- Hearing Aids -- NO Referrals Required -

Receive a $100 discounted annual membership

Cali for Appointment (270)759-4811

(*To qualify you must be a non-registered member for 2004.)

Annual Membership
Regular Price
Single
$450
2 Family Member
$550
3 or More Family Member
$650

this, you can't help but to play
your game. But, at the same
time, when you have a comfortable lead, 1 think your other
kids deserve playing time. Every
one of our kids have a specific role that they (play). Each,
kid comes in and gives 100
percent in practice everyday
'
,''

1

New Member*
$350
$450
$550

t RI SI 1')I:1\4 111,.
jo

Network

ot.h.1 10rtagf

Memberships are good 1/1/05 - 12/31/05 & include green fees (cart rentals excluded).
For Reservations Call (270) 762-2238
Located on Hwy. 280 off Hwy. 94 East, Murray
www.murraystate.edu/millergolf

KY 1

1'

,

Inc.

What.'
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,

Ii??' I- ref. I..siimaie and Appraisal Call
kiwi Hat trsti,4 I.

EXTREME SPORTS
8 p.m.
Winter X Games at Aspen.

ESPN
Colo
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Missoun at Kansas
p.m.
ESPN2- Providence at Pittsburgh
11 p.m.
ESPN - Utah at BYU
NBA BASKETBALL
•p.m.
NBA TV - Indisna at Phikidelphis
WOMEN'S COtJ-EGE BASKETBALL
t pAL
ESPN2- Georgia at Tennessee

Locally
PREP BASKETBALL
7:15
WNBS, 1340 AM-Calloway County
girls vs UvIngslon Central

I.
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LEGAL NOTICE
An informal final
settlement
of
accounts has been
filed in Calloway
District Court by
Anne Wrather Hoke,
executrix of the
estate of Etna Berline
Grogan
Young,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
County
District
Court on or before the
hearing, which is set
on 2/14/05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway
District
court
by
Beth
Grayson
Ramey,
guardian for Katie
Elizabeth Grayson,
minor child.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before the hearing set
on 2/14/05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

oto
'ye

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
in
filed
; been
Calloway
District
Court by Beth Baker,
for
guardian
; Zachariah J. Baker,
• minor child.
.; Exceptions to this
:I: settlement must be
filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before the hearing set
• on 2/14/05 at 11:00
a.m.
Vicki Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk
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AMERICAN Red Cross
Community CPR training. Calloway Library
2nd Saturday every
month. Pre-registration
required. Call 7531421 for into.

BOOKKEEPING
SERVICES
• Partial or
complete service
•7 years
experience
• Business degree
• Satisfaction
guaranteed
Call
270-227-8332

lute
s 2,
is 3,

NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fiduciary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
County
District
Court. All claims
against these estates
should be filed with
the fiduciary within
six months of the
date of qualification.
Estate of: Patty Jane
Ross, 84 Utterback
Road, Murray, KY
42071; Case #05-P00014; Fiduciary:
Sue Lovett, 1507
Dudley
Drive,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: January
24, 2005; Attorney:
Stephen C. Sanders,
204 B South 6th
Street, Murray, KY
42071.
Estate of: Martha •
Ellyn Wrablik, 2446
Pottertown
Road,
Murray, KY 42071,
Case /05-P-00016;
Nancy
Fiduciary:
Anna Provenzano,
11530 E. Monterey,
Mesa, AZ 85212;
Appointed: January
24, 2005; Attorney:
Sid Easley, 204 South
6th Street, Murray,
KY 42071.

ALL

•••••••••

Estate of: Nancy E.
Eldridge, 779 Elm
Grove Road, Murray,
KY 42071; Case #05P-00003; Fiduciary:
Aubrey Eldridge, 295
Grove Lane, Murray,
KY 42071; Appointed:
January 24, 2005;
Attorney Gregory K
Northcutt, P.O. Box
996, Calvert City, KY
42029.
Estate of: Mary
Elirsbeth Johnson, 3
Robins
Court,
Murray, KY 42071;
Case /05-P-00024;
Fiduciary: Elwood
Dennis Johnson, 4
Robins
Court,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: January
24, 2005; Attorney:
Warren K Hopkins,
405 Maple St., Suite
B, Murray, KY 42071.

Estate of Leland
Reed Hooks, 325
Treetop
Lane,
Murray, KY 42071;
Case /05-P-00025;
Fiduciary: Barbara
Moody, 337 Treetop
Lane, Murray, KY
42071; Appointed:
January 24, 2005;
Attorney: Warren K
405 Maple
Estate of: Robert Lee. Hopkins,
St.,
Suite
B, Murray,
Westerman,
813
Applewood
Road, KY 42071.
Murray, KY 42071;
Case /05-P-00021;
od Foetid
Fiduciary: Ronnie B.
Shoffner,
859
we'll be glad to help,
Applewood
Road,
Your loved one we'll
Murray, KY 42071;
try to find,
Appointed: January
Here at the Ledger
24, 2005; Attorney:
& Times.
Stephen C. Sanders,
Call
753-1916
204 South 6th Street,
Murray, KY 42071.
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Estate of: Albert Lee
Stone, 560 Utterback
Road, Murray, KY
42071. Case /05-PFiduciary:
00009.
WM. Donald Overbey
Box
1419,
Po.
Murray, KY 42071.
Appointed: January
24, 2005. Attorney:
WM.
Donald
Overbey, P.O. Box
1419, Murray, KY,
42071.
‘' I
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Established, FULLY
equipped Nursery for
lease. All you need is to
grew & sell 270-7590890
THINK Pink - Sandra
D's Diner, 94E. 2933816

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

FREE PALLETS
Loading Dock of Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come• First Serve
Please No Phone Calls

It SERVICE DIRECTOR

STEVE [MIER
,

I

LI! l'1

INSURANCE

fir.tJ lo 1-abFf:J

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

Limousines & Vans

II \KRI

DIN ORCI./tt SIODI /SI PPOR I
(
%I Illt%11.IC/DI I
‘l 1\11 RN

304 Main St
Slum), KY 4:2071
27017594000

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT

lat.FOR NUS
iite3174757

Al Ocala Traespertatiee •*pan Smite•Central Omen

753- 1752

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay. $912 on Part k $110 on
Part B. Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Housekeeper needed
Experience preferred

No
phone
calls
please. Apply in person at Amenhost Inn.
Murray, KY.
IMMEDIATE opening
for Office Manager of
Calloway
County
Propane in Murray.
Must be organized,
patient and great with
an adding machine
$300/week plus benefits. Call 615-476-7009

or Fax application to
615-847-9643
LABORATORY
Technician: Full or Part
time technician position
available with leading
environmental laboratory. Strong work ethics
and science background required. Waste
water testing experience a plus. Flexible
work schedule is a
must. Please email
your
resume
to
a moore@ microbac.co

LEGAL secretary posiDictation and
computer
skills
required. Experience
preferred. Pay commensurate with experience and abilities
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1040-J, Murray,
KY 42071

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist

Commercial W
Disposal
JUNIOR
Network
Specialist.
Local
Manufacturing company has an immediate
opening for a Junior
Specialist.
Network
BS
in
Requires
Computer
Science/Information
Systems or related
field. Applicants should
have
administration
experience with networked computers on
Microsoft
operating
systems.
Preferred
MS
experience:
Windows XP, 2003
Server, MSSQI, MS
Office including MS
Access, telecommunication configurations
including VOIP, MS
Exchange,
Cisco
routers and switches.
Quick learner and good
communications skills
a must! Interested permail
sons
should
resumes to: Human
Resources, P.O. Box
1127, Hopkinsville, KY
42241.
Equal
Opportunity Employer

tion.

NEED cooks and
fountains for days
and nights. Must be
able to work weekends. Apply at Sonic
Drive-In, 217 S. 12th
Street. No phone
calls.

Self Memorialization,
a gift for those who
love you.

All Types of Refuse Ser

INCREASE YOUR INCOME
27%-520/0
Take checks by phone.
fax, web!
Free recorded message
24 hours. Call now!
1-888-558-9640
:9996
3761
FIRST 500 CALLERS GET
$100 OFF

060

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071
Terry isaacsiKaren Isaacs, Owners

PSYCHIC READING
by: Mrs. Ann
A use born psychic reader and advisor,
fiCfrong God

lidAss ea
A reputable reader in Murray for 10 years.

2704674508

060

OWN a computer? Put
it 10 work! Up to

MEDICAL/SURGICAL
Office. We are looking
for the nght people to
form our office/clinic
team. Our clinic needs
an LPN and X-ray tech
Our business office
needs an expenenced
reimbursement specialist and an upbeat
receptionist. If you'd
like to loin our team,
fax your resume today
to 773-233-8795.
OPENINGS now and in
90 days - Software firm
seeking
Customer/
Technical Support rep
w/ great phone & computer skills Health ins.,
18 paid days off./ yr,
retirement plan_ Send
resume to gale@
powerclaim.com
or
Research,
Hawkins
406 N. 4th St , Murray,
KY 42071
r"

140

090

Help Wanted

Help Woad

$1460 TO $7,500/mo

PT/FT.- 1-888-3143790 24 hr recording
FREE BOOKLET.
www.vrtworldwide.com
SAFETY
advisors
$2500 month, manager
trainee's $3000 month
Company will train. Call
M-F gam-lpm only! 1800-578-8799
TECHNICAL auto cad
mechanical
R14
designer. Competitive
benefits and pay. Send
resumes to: P.O. Box
1040-G, Murray, KY

AN individual wants
homes or office cleaning jobs in Murray area.
References available.
731-247-3342.
Call
Leave message if no

answer.

NEW year's resolve
include a used book
store? I have the place,
and lots of books. Let's
make a dealt P.O Box
1040-D, Murray. KY
42071

Compulers
MDIA COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556
V

W

VI

ACCOUNTANT need
ed part-time. Minimum
Associate's degree and
one year experience
required. Email resume
to candicea
powerclaim.com
or
to
Hawkins
mail
Research, 406 N. 4th
St., Murray 42071.
ARBOR PLACE OF
PURYEAR looking for
DEPENDABLE CERTINURSING
FIED
ASSISTANT for small
nursing home in TN
Contact Anita 731-2473205. EOE

DRIVERS NEEDED.
COMPETITIVE
HOME
WAGES.
WEEKENDS. BENEFITS. MUST HAVE
CLASS A CDL WITH
MINIMUM 3 YEARS
OTR EXPERIENCE
DRIVING
CLEAN
RECORD. (800)4686087
FULL-TIME service
technician for lawn &
garden

equipment.

Apply only in person
at Murray Home
Auto, 976 Chestnut
St.
HAIR stylists and nail
tech needed. 759-1112
Or 293-3545. New
salon in Murray.

I

TOBACCO
WORKERS NEEDED
3/15/05 to 1/15/06
Wages: Minimum of $7.63/hr. 3/4 contract
guaranteed, all tools and equip. furnished.
Housing provided for those beyond commuting. Transportation and subsistence pay, after
50% of contract completed. Contact local
Dept. for Employment Services.

aluminum
BUYING
cans and other aluminum Key Auto Parts
753-5562
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

FIXER upper house or
barn. Minimum 1 acre
within 10 miles of
Murray. Owner finance.
761-3136

WANT to buy: Junk Car
and Trucks. Call (270)
474-2540 or 293-6199
Six days a week.

Nimi‘

tox

40-.1
40110
.
4

11

DANCERS
Earn $1,000+ weekly.
The Purple Building at
Leeder Bottom - a great
place to work and have fun
doing it.
270-534-0333
270-293-2069

ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
We buy 1 or all Call
Larry at 753-3631

Want to buy- Old
money & Jewelry. Call
753-6793

120

Check us out
on the Web!
www.morrayledgetcom

Warst to Buy

Domestic & Chid:are

42071

-**

2711--24 II

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home

—t—

BI-vocational minister
of music for blended
services. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 1040-1,
Murray, KY 42071

IN TINli FoR SPRING!

giUSINESS

omplete Formal Wear Headquarters

n

111],
•
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Estate of: Virginia
Mae McDaniel, 100
Fox Meadows, B-9,
Murray, KY 42071;
Case /05-P-00023;
Daniel
Fiduciary:
Randy
McDaniel,
1491 Wrather Road,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: January
24, 2005; Attorney:
Warren K. Hopkins,
405 Maple Street,
Suite B, Murray, KY
42071.

Estate of: Donnie Ray
Keel, 855 Knight
Road, Murray, KY
42071; Case /05-P00019;
Fiduciary:
Keel, 855
Less
Knight
Road,
Murray, KY 42071;
Appointed: January,
24, 2005; Attorney:
N/A.

oss,
puts:

n.

Loa For Si.
Lob For None
Fora For Si.
Aesop

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Noir

I.
th

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Reel bars
Labe Papery

Land For Rent or Leese

020
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CLASSIFIEDS

Show your loved ones
that you care by placing
a special Valentine's Day
picture & message or a
Love line in sir M.
Fó. 14 issue.
Pictures — $12 ea.
(na Nam lima hive per pictare
cod no more the IS mina)

ScbJIMaslpel

I love you Annie!
- Michael

.k)
r.
$ tow'
mart +rot 2.

Deadline or receipt of photos & love lines
Adecco

is Tues Feb. 8th at 5:00 p.m.

We will be at the Murray Unemployment Office
1200 Johnson Blvd.. on Monday, January 31st

F.1

accepting applications for temporary positions
at Briggs and Stratton. 1st. 2nd. and 3rd shifts.
To be considered, please bring 2 forms of identification. Drug test required.

NIurray Ledger & times
P.O. MIN 11140
Nliirra. 1%1 4211'1

Questions? Please Call 1-800-403-9970

(270) 753-1916.

•".11

1...4i!i:4;Krit&111111

CLASSIFIEDS

48 • %loads), January 31, 2005

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

gqiouses
ii For Med

Mon-Fri 9-5. Sat. 9-2

501

by
WANT to buy
owner, back. 38R, 1.52 baths, 1.400-1.600
sq.ft., garage or carport. on small lot South
or southwest of Main
St. In good condition
Price in $80's 270753-5065

10 used interior doors
with hardware $125
293-3606
28 gallon gas caddy
with hand pump. $200
759-9702
28.000 BTU gas log
stove. $300 (270)3288840
Independent
AVON
Sales Representative
has fully stocked shop
or call for a catalog at
436-5900
FREE
Dish Network 4-room
satellite system Get
the newest technology
with HD & OVA
receivers. America's
Top 60 w! local networks only $29.99 per
month Call Beasley
Antenna & Satellite
759-0901
INTERNET
Call now to see how
you can get high speed
Internet
service
thr,pugh satellite for
only $29.99 per month
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite.759-0901
NEW Chefs Choice
Electric food slicer
Model 600 Purchased
for $199. asking $99
753-3317
buildings.
STEEL
garages, storage leanto's. carports. K&R
Mower Service. 7599831
TV'S
20"-65" HD televisionsJVC." RCA. Sony &
Toshiba- plasma. LCD.
DLP. & D-ILA Also TV
stands, entertainment
centers,
surround
sound, & more Come
by Beasley Antenna &
Satellite, 500 N 4th St
Murray. KY and check
out all our selection.
VACUUM
cleaners.
bags. belts, and hoses
Jerry's Sporting Goods
in Mayfield, KY
WINDOWSone
51.5Hx47 5W, $100.
Three
68Wx75.5H,
$200 ea. All are double
hung, white clad extenor. wood interior and
removable for cleaning.
Also aluminum storm
39Wx41H, new. $20.
767-9037

1

11111Appliances

upngh
GOOD
Kenmore freezer. $75.
good 27- Sanyo TV
$50 good Kenmore
dishwasher. $45 4928446
LARGE
refrigerator,
freezer on bottom,
$200 293-0811 (days),
753-1775 (nights)
160
Home Furnistaxis
ANTIQUE Shaker style
baker's
cupboard,
great condition $600
Solid oak table w/2
leafs, $150 753-0270

Need to sell
your house?
Call LI % we will be
glad to help.
Mum, Ledger .1, time.
270-753-1916

LAWN tractor, 3 years
old, in good condition,
42 inch blade, 15.5HP
engine Make me an
offer. 270-474-04,56

MOTORCYCLE
helmets, Jackets. chaps &
saddlebags
Jerry's
Sporting Goods in
Mayfield KY

FIREWOOD for sale
$40 a rick delivered
527-8368
2-0
Mobile Homes For Sole
1979 moble home,
14x70, 3BR, 2 bath,
$5,000 Call 270-7670525 leave message

1BR partially furnished,
some litanies paid No
pets 767-9037
1BR, 1 bath. W&D.
refrigerator. stove &
dishwasher $325. 1
month tree. 759-8780.
1BR, carport, W/D
hook-up, no pets
$325/morith 753-6931
Of 293-6070
1BR-4BR apartments
Ask about move in tree
days Coleman RE
759-4118
2 Room all furnished.
all utilities water, electric, phone and cable
included Access to
pool & fitness room
$400/month
$150
deposit Singles for
$350 and up plus
deposit Call for information
(270)7538407
2BR, $375/rno Across
from
Murray
Center.
Elementary
753-8096
4 bedroom house 1, 2,
3 apts 753-1252 or
753-0606

J&L

'97 American 14x60
with air and underpinning, nice, $8,795 4374465

RENTALS
HSI Belle° Rd.
Nee Cow-ord. k 4207e
270-436-5-08

AWESOME
CLOSE
OUT SPECIALS ON
ALL
2004
SINGLEWIDES & DOU-

I bedroom apartment
Clean and nice,

BLEWIDES!
Land,home packages
available'
731-5849429
BEFORE you buy, give
us a try. Let us help
your save $$$ Offenng
the best service in the
business. Keith Baker
Homes. Paris. 731644-0012.800-5333568
DOUBLEWIDE EXPO:
Like new, has fireplace
set-up includes well &
septic' Call 731-5849429
YOUR
NEW
GET
HOME TODAY WITH
"0" DOWN FINANCING: Call 731-5849429
PREOWNED
1996
Clayton 16x80. great
floorplart.
$17.900,
includes delivery & setup. central NC, Keith
Baker Homes, Paris.
731-644-0012. 700533-3568
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR. 1BA 5 miles north
of Murray. 752-0461
2BR, 2 Bath near
Springs
Cypress
Resort $225 mo. +
dep. 436-2096
28R, 28A $285 7536012

LOTS for tent
9866

753

Apartmenb For Rent

all appliances including
VilD. No pets.
270-436-54%
270-293-6906
EXCEPTIONALEY
nice, large 2 bedroom
apartment, all appliances including washer'dryer, deck with outside storage Excellent
Location' (270)7595885 or (270)293-7085
View
FORREST
Apartments 1213 N.
16th St.. now accepting
applications for 2br
townhouses, basic rent
$360/ month Call 753/970. Leave Message
LIVE Oak Apts.
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221

NEW 38R. 2BA duplex.
$700 per month Call
293-5423
NEW apt, 1 BR $150
deposit (334)628-6776
(205)361-4763
NEWLY redecorated
2BR, 1 bath, appliances
furnished.
C/H/A, 1 year lease + 1
mo. deposit, no pets.
753-2905
NICE 2 bedroom unfurnished apartment at
921 N 16th St $300
per month plus deposit
Call 436-5416

1 bedrodm apts $250
$350 per month 2BR
townhopses. washer &
dryer included $410
per month 753-7559

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
1 br apt All appliances
Monday,
included
$335/mo,
Wednesday, Friday.
pets allowed
436Phone 759-4984.
6291
Equal Housing
1 OR 2br apts near
Opportunity
downtown
Murray' TDD #1-800-648-6056
starting at $200/mo.
RED OAKS APTS.
753-4109
Special
1. 2 & 3BR apts avail$100 Deposit
able for immediate
1BR From $280
occupancy. Please call
2BR From $325
753-8221.
Call Today!
1BR apt available, all
753-8668.
appliances furnished
Mur-Cal Realty 753- SMALL one room apt
plus bath. close to
4444
campus, $140
No
1BR apt, utilities furpets. 753-5980
nished, $275/mo 7612743
Houses For Rent

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments --1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

LIM SF

FOR RENT

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283

1109 (Hist' St.

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Lund\
hi ink.. 4-5 bed-

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
I p.m. to 5 p.m.

N5i1(l/month.

•All Size Units Available
Have Climate Control

753-3853

38R, 28A no pets
Locust Grove area
$600 per month 7670430

3/3R, carport, sunroom
no pets, $585 7538931 or 293-6070
NEWLY redecorated
3BR, 2BA,
stove,
refrigerator,
dishwasher, W&D, car-

port, outside storage.
no pets Lease, references, deposit, and
rent, $525. (270)7531059

12 iniinth
plus

Please call
759-9579 Nor
more info.
38R, 28A downstaini,
2 nice rooms upstairs.

retngerator.
stove,
W&D
dishwasher,
hookup, C/H/A, carport. outside storage,
no pets. Lease. references, deposit, and
rent $575 753-1059

195 saes, pens TVA a

Wildcat Campground
county water & power
good hardwood and
pine timber, exc hunting. (270)871-2834 or
(270)748-2808
GREAT hunting on 80
acres with 4BR house
in need of TLC Has
pond
and
barns
270-753$150.000
4109 270-227-1545
ACM,

48 wooded acres on

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G &C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. main
(270)753-6266
Coil:(270)293-4183
9 a.m.-4 p.m. M-F
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536
NEW d penny, 10'x15
units 436-6227/2933232
PREMIER MINISTORAGE *Inside climate
control storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
.We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1,500 sq tt shop or
warehouse space, plus
extra nice office and
bathroom located at
810 Sycamore Street.
Call 753-5142 for more
information or to see.
M-F 7:30AM - 5:00PM
OFFICE space small to
huge. Will finish to sun
Warehouse
space,
storage space, retail
space. Call Larry at
752-0813

• Professional
offices for rent.
Utilities paid.
convenient
location right off
court square. Call

753-4529
Pits & Supplies
AKC Golden Retrieve
puppies
for
sale
(270)436-6074
DOG Obedience.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
trained. 731-352-0037
731-642-5151
390
Livestock & Supplies
HAY for sale. Orchard
grass and red clover.
Round, $20. square,
$3. 270-841-1806
HAY square bales.
mixed, 40150 lbs
$1.50.436-5442
HORSES for sale: Two
geldings with tack,
$1,200. Call 436-5900
for information.
Quarter Horse for sale,
11 year old strong gelding, experienced trail
horse. 2 year old small
bay philly, green broke,
sweet
293-1093
Kirksey.
Yard Sea

INDOOR
EDUCATIONAL
BOOK/TOY SALE
Dexter Community
Center
Tues.. Feb 1 •9-6
200+ Woks {texts,
workbooks pleasure),
manipulatives.
poster/charts. games.
toys, videos. flannel
boards/felt Perfect for
homeschool famites,
teachers, parents

hath.

•

NEON BEACH
MINI•STORAG
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Murm Ledger & Times

LOT with or withou

house near hospital on
Poplar Street. P.O. Box
1040-0, Murray, KY
42071
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Exceffen1
income -producer.
$125,000 270-753-

your own private 20
acre lake, Coldwater
area, building site
cleared near water
293-1093.

IlligsesFor Sin
with
vertica
2BR
duplex behind. Grea

investment. $65,000
270-753-4109,
227-1545

270-

38R, 2BA House, $750
will
down,
owner
finance, located on
Row,
Govenors
Shores
Panorama
area. Call Dennis @ 1800-825-6070

'97 & '99 Dodge buck
reel, VA, $4,995. '99
Grand Prix, 4-door. SE,
$3,950. '99 Astro , rear
A/C, $4.250 '97 Chevy
Venture van. $3,950.

13 Chevy truck, nice,
$4,500 90 Chevrolet
Eat Cab, Silvered°
$2 500 '99 Taurus,
nice, $4,950
130 per week plus
down payment. '94
Tempo,$800 down '93
Century, $900 down
'91 98 Olds, $500
down '88 Ciera, $500
down 753-1522, 293-

FOR sale by estate
3BR bnck house located near KY Lake,
$40,000 Call 753-1292
Or 759-1305
LOCATED at 9909 St
RI 121N 3BR, 2 bath,
1.5 acres, $69,500
489-2296
MARSHALL Co 5 min
to Lake, 3+ acres all
fenced, 2 or 3 bedroom, barn tractor
shed, tool shed, several other out buildings.
$60.000. Call after
5.00PM 270-354-8665
TWO-STORY, threetwo-bath
bedroom.
house with attached
garage on 5 acres.
including horse barn,
two buildings. and two
ponds 354-8400
1-0
litolorcycies & Airs
WRECKED
01
Sportster, will ride,
$3,500 OBO, 2272802. 759-1369
2003 Kawasaki Prairie
650, 300 miles. good
condition. $4,900. 7531414
2002 300EX, $2,200
and Bowftex. used little, $900. After 5PM
753-6384
92 Honda 250-x ATV,
top end rebuilt $2,000
Call (270)767-0614
[
IV Wily Vehicles
94 GMC Jimmy, 110k
miles, V6, 4W0, Grea
Mechanical/ Physical
Condition. $2,700. Call
270-762-0211 days or
270-293-6085 (cell)
evenings

2001 Black Toyota
Celica GT. 32,000
miles, excellent condition, $13,500. 2939877 or 759-3781
2001 Monte Carlo, silver, 39,000 miles, CD
player, all
power,
$9,000. 270-293-3306
or 270-753-6270
2001
Oldsmobile
lntngue. 48,000 miles,
with warranty. 270-2939039
1997 Mazda Milkmia,
leather interior, loaded,
103,000 miles. 7534468

•

** Get a space on our Winter Service
Directory for 1 month for $100 or 2
months for $175.

3124
•it
*20 words maximum. The bulletin board will *

,00

Used Trucks
2004 Silvered°, ext
cab, step side, al
power, 7,000 miles,
$21,000
270-2933306 or 270-753-6270
2002 Ford F-150. red,
32,000 miles, SWB, V6
auto, bed liner, $12,000
OBO. 227-0613

iNfrun in the Shopping Guide and Wednesday. OAP
***
* No refunds for early cancellation. Deadline is 41,.•
•••

Friday at 11 AM.

**
Call Jill or Julie at 753-1916
$
.
1
•

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
492-8688 ROOF
REPAIRS. New

Roofs, all types. 29
years experience. Call
Garters.
A-1
AFFORDABLE
HAULING all around
clean-up, gutters, tree
work 436-2867
A-1 Stump Removal
437-3044
ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, sun
rooms, roofing, vinyl
siding, mobile home
repair. sagging floors,
termite & water dam
age. Larry Nimmo
(270)753-9372
or
(270)753-0353
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel,
white rock.
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
BUILDING or remodeling/ Go to
www CAMBRIAUSA co

CARPORTS Starting
at $675. installed. Roy
Hill (270)436-2113.
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for Plus, all repairs for
home and business.
293-5438
DOZER WORK
INSTALL & REPAIR
SEPTIC SYSTEMS &
GRAVEL HAULING.
Public or Contract
Contact at 270-7539503
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
I'M tired of being
retired. Painting, roofing. carpentry. All types
of home remodeling.
Call Ray: (h)1-731642-0646,
(c)1-931-445-7371
JOHNNY WILUAMS
PAINTING
'For all residential and
small commercial
painting needs
•Intenor & Exterior
*Custom spraying for
lawn/patio furniture
Louver doors / shutters
•No lob too small
• •Free estimates
753-8858.
JUNK/
Rubbish
Rernoval,Spnng cleaning clean out attics,
garages. yard waste,
etc (270)489-2583

-David's Cleaning
Services
We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding it Fencing *Mobile Home,
*Brick 'All External Cleaning
•Acici Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water -Parking lias & Dnvewavs

David Borders
(270) 767-0313 or (270)527-7176

4109. 270-227-1545

'se

LOCATED at 5353 St
Rt. 121S, 1-2/3 acres
2
septic
tanks
$17,500. 489-2296

I***

Air* II* 4, *Ili
e

** * Mtalk

funk & tree work
4BR, 2 bath with 2-3/4
acres. Fenced off for
horses. Priced in the
60's. 298 Van Cleave
Rd. Call 293-9440

*IS* **II** • et* * ***,
•** CO)-AE SEE THE
BLIZZARD OF
SAVINGS IN THE
CLASSIFIEDS!
****
gr. Take advantage of our cool winter
it*..•*
specials!

Seiko Olisnie

Services Offered

LAYTON
Hudson
hauling & backhoe
753-4545, 492-6265
LEE'S Carpet

NEED help moving?
Expehenced , referrals.
free estimates, 270703-2942

Cleaning

PAINTING. Repaints
and color changes.

"since 1971"
*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?"
753-5827

11 II 11 .1111114

Free estimates. No job
too small. 767-9037
T&K Electric
Licensed contractors
residential and commercial. Insured. Free
estimates. (270)7051075.(270)705-0317

1i II
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Horoscopes
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Feb.
1, 2005:
You are born on a I, giving you
strength, determination and
endurance ... i.e., it's your way or
the highway. You might dress up
your willfulness with other causes and reasons, but your strength
of mind perseveres. You do not
take no quietly or sitting down.
Others learn early on not to trip
into your domain. This year,
work on being less into yourself
and more detached. You will
grow because-of this ability to
distance yourself from the
immediate situation and become
less vulnerable to others and
your ego. Responsibility and
acknowledgment walk hand in
hand. Winter 2005. you will
have many reasons to smile.
Your life will reach a pinnacle. If
you are single, never fear -you'll have many possibilities
and admirers if you are ready to
work on mutuality and sharing.
Your charisma speaks. If you are
attached, your loved one wants
to be included in your many
adventures. Why not? Sharing is
the glue of relationships. SCORPIO can be a burden.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Confirming plans and information needs to become a high
pnonty in your day. Others seem

to change their tune, and you
have become used to their harmony for several months. Flex
becomes a necessity. Tonight:
Understand another point of
view.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
** You hit your share of roadblocks. Watch for yellow lights
rather than have a head-on mental collision with a key associate.
Your positive attitude could go
down the drain if you take risks.
Use diplomacy. Tonight: Back to
square one.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** What has been an unusually
creative period could slow down.
But don't think that your lucky
rabbit's foot lost its magic. Use
this time to consolidate recent
gains. Though work needs to be
your highest priority, allow yourself some time to reflect on other
areas of your life. Tonight: Easy
does it.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Muster up your imagination. You will need this gift to
jump some of the hurdles today.
Others might get a bit petty or
scrappy. Don't feed into this
emotional climate. Stay secure
despite a sudden twist. Tonight:
Please don't take your work
home.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** The reception you expect
might be exactly the opposite of
the one you receive. What is
going on here, you ask.
Understand that since the beginning of fall, many of your expec-

tations have become realities.
Though this pattern might not
stop, it will slow down until June.

AO. Or.

WALTERS
CONTRACTING
DECKS, Rooting, Vinyl
Siding, Addition, and
Remodeling. Quality
Work. Over 30 Years
Expehence.
Gerald
Walters 753-2592.
144&L Lawn Mowing
Service: If you want
your lawn to look its
best this summer--call
753-1816 -or -2270611 Free estimates.
We want your business, and we'll work
hard to keep it!

laamelles Wear
Tonight: Lick your wounds.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** Don't even think that the
financial whirlwind you have
been on won't end. At the
moment, reality rears its ugly
head. Be grateful for what is
rather
than
pine
away.
Communication needs serious
attention. Tonight: Hang close to
home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Jupiter in your sign goes.
retrograde, perhaps putting a
serious end to the easy, effort-

4t
riti
Aol
Jess everls, of late. ti5.
•
duringfis-period yOti
what made your life better.'
Pursue this course. Don't make
agreements. Tonight: Pay bills;
Don't incur them.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might feel and act
like the cat's meow, but others
don't respond as if you are. The
jolt could force many of you to
regroup. Work on communication. Don't make assumptions for.
the next few months, please.,
Tonight: Do what you want.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
•
** Hide out, especially if your.
instincts point in that direction.
What you thought was a slamdunk proves to be a lot more difficult or even a foul. Be careful.
Play your cards close to your
chest. Better yet -- play ostrich!
Tonight: Vanish while you can.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Aim for what you want.
Success will come -- perhaps not
today, though -- as a result of not
taking anyone or anything for
granted. Your efficient ways help
you quickly get to the bottom of
nearly anything. Be discreet _
while lining up your allies.
Tonight: Network.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
** Your leadership qualities
must come to the forefront if you
are going to make headway
through others' uproar. You actually could like that you are in a
maze; at least you're at the front
of the pack! Tonight: A must
appearance.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** If you can be available but
detached, you will be in a good
place to handle the uproar
around you. You might have very
little to do with the chaos and
misunderstandings, but still they
impact your work and day.
Tonight: Escape into a more
relaxing world.

BORN TODAY
Russian President Bons Yeltsin
(1931), actor Brandon tee
(1965), actor Clark Gable (1901)
•
•
•

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/hvww.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2005 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

tso

Cookie Booth Sales
March 4-20

••• ••••

Souvenirs from soldiers in Iraq
spark war of words at home

Rapid pulse
needs analysis
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a
woman who has
diagnosed with SVT (supraventncular tachycardia) four years
ago. I was
given
digoxin and
Calan, but
couldn't tolthe
erate
Calan.
When
on
just digoxin, I expeDr. Gott rienced
periodic
chest heavBy
that
Dr Peter Gott iness
my doctor
ignored. Doesn't it make sense
to find out what causes the
SVT? Will I have to take medication for the rest of my life?
DEAR READER: SVT
means that a part of your upper
heart is competing with your
normal pacemaker. On occasion, the pacer can be overridden, causing periods of rapid
pulse (tachycardia). This condition does not necessarily
reflect a cardiac disorder; it may
simply be a normal variant
that is triggered by stimulants
(such as caffeine) or an overactive thyroid gland.
The heart rate can usually
be kept in the normal range
(60 to 90 beats per minute)
with medication such as Digoxin or Calan (a calcium channel blocker that inhibits the
maverick nerve impulses).
Cardiologists may choose.,to
perform what is called an "electrophysiologic study" (essentially a mapping of the cardiac electrical cycle) to identify the exact source of the
rapid-pulse stimulation. Once
the source is identified, specially trained cardiologists can
consider ablation therapy, during which the abnormal area
is burned and destroyed. I do
not know whether ablation
would be appropriate in your
case; that is a decision a cardiologist can make after the nec28-year-old

essary testing.
Also, I am concerned about
your "chest heaviness.- I suggest that your primary care
physician refer you to a careven
diologist, because SVT
in young women — can be
caused by coronary artery
blockages. The specialist can
order further testing and decide
if an electrophysiologic study
is indicated.
Permit me a sidebar that I
cannot resist.
I have often written that
medical issues are similar to
the challenges auto mechanics
face when dealing with automotive problems. This relation
is particularly germane to your
case. Here's why.
Your car has a stuck accelerator that increases the RPM
of your engine. For obvious
reasons, you cannot drive in
high gear because you would
be moving at 80 mph, hardly
appropriate in an urban or residential neighborhood. How do
you control this? Shift down
(the equivalent of medicine).
Your speed in first gear with
an RPM of 5,000 is appropriate for short periods.
The second option is to see
an auto mechanic (analogous
to a cardiologist) who will fix
the throttle.
I agree with you that some
effort should be made to identify the source of your SVT.
You don't need an auto mechanic (at least for this problem),
but a cardiologist should be able
to put your ducks in a row.
This, it seems to me, is a
more reasonable option than
downshifting (with medication)
for the rest of your life.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Coronary Artery Disease."
Other readers who would like
a copy should send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope and $2 to Newsletter, P.O.
Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
Be sure to mention the title.

DEAR ABBY: My son,
"Adam," came home from ...Iraq
for a two-week visit. He
brought with him some T-shirts
for his father, his sister and
me. They
were lastminute purchases. Now
my mother
furious
is
that she didn't get a souvenir from
Iraq.
Our
Dear Abby extended
is
family
By Abigail
huge, and
Van Buren
Adam didn't
have room to bring something
for everyone. No one else in
the family is . upset about it.
They're just glad he came home
healthy and safe.
My mother complained to
her sister, "Irene," and Aunt
Irene sent Adam a card in Iraq
ordering him to send my mother something. It upset him
because he barely knows Aunt
Irene.
When I defended my son,
Mother said: "I am the grandmother. I should have gotten
something." I told her no one
expected anything from him.
Is she being unreasonable
or am 1? Adam is furious that
this nonsense is going on while
he's risking his life in Baghdad. I will forward your
response to him. -- PROUD
MOM IN OHIO
DEAR PROUD MOM:
Your son doesn't owe anyone
a gift. His gift to the family
will be his safe return.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I married
my husband,"Greg," a year ago.
He's a wonderful man from a
wonderful family. His parents
are upper-middle class and have
always had money. Greg and
I are just starting out, so we
don't have a lot. His mother,
"Ruth," has been generous and
thoughtful enough to buy us
many of the things we needed to establish our home.

10 years ago
Murray High School Tigers
Recently she has started buywon over Christian Fellowship
ing me things from very expen- Eagles for the championship
sive places. Ruth has ternfic
of the All-A Regional High
taste and I love everything she School Basketball Tournament.
gets me. I always say thank
High team scorers were James
you, and sometimes send her Foster for Tigers and Chris
notes. Greg tells me she keeps Johnson for Eagles. Named to
buying me things because she
All-A High School Basketball
sees that I use everything she Tournament Team were Fosgives me.
ter, Chris Chesney and Robert
I want to do something nice
Weatherly.
for Ruth that will really be
Births reported include a
special, but,our funds are very girl to Tammy and Jason Sills
limited. No one has ever been and a girl to Connie and Mark
so nice to me, much less
McKendree, Jan. 26.
bought me things, and I want
20 years ago
her to know how touched and
Calloway County Schools
suggestions
grateful I am. Any
it a try this morning to
gave
? -- BLESSED IN NORTH
resume classes, but had to give
CAROLINA
in to weather once again. TrafDEAR BLESSED: Just one.
fic throughout Murray endured
and
paper
and
Take out pen
morning of coping with
write your mother-in-law a let- another
covered roads.
snow
slick,
you
blessed
how
her
ter telling
called off
officials
School
feel to have someone so lov7:25 a.m.
about
at
school
in
she
as
generous
ing and
road conworsening
of
because
your life. A love letter is one
Dr. Jack
to
according
ditions,
on
keep
that
of those gifts
of Calt
superintenden
Rose,
giving joy to the recipient. I
Schools.
County
loway
she
something
it's
guarantee,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
will keep for a lifetime.
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Famous Hand

This deal occurred during the
1972 World Bridge Olympiad in the
match between Poland and the
Republic of China (Taiwan). The
play presented points of interest at
both tables, with the Poles getting the
best of the battle against their then
more experienced opponents.
When Patrick Huang and M.F.
Tai were North-South for Taiwan,
the bidding went as shown. South got
to four hearts, and Andrzej Wilkosz.
West for Poland, led a club. Declarer

A(rFIVCf-D

Amuii

ContractBridge
North dealer
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•A 10 9 8 5 2
•3 •
•76 4
•A J 3
EAST
WEST
•Q .1 3
•K 74
117 5 4 2
•109
•AK.I985
•Q 102
•411hQ 9 8 6 5
SOUTH
;
•6
•AKQJ86
•3
•K 10 7 4 2
The bidding:
South West
East
North
All Pass
4•
Pass
2•
Opening lead -six of clubs.

BaligContics
I_0NI CO I V._

(Bob) Farley will be married

••
•

DEAR ABBY: I am a 13- 50 years Feb. 3.
Births reported include a
year-old girl who was molestgirl to Pfc. and Mrs. Terry
ed ever since I was 8. I told
Randall Pardue, Jan. 20.
the police, and we are going
30 years ago
to court about it -- but I can't
Bobby Malone, Robert K.
need
I
it.
about
stop thinking
help forgetting about it. I can't Martin and Donald A. Jones
let my boyfriend near me. were installed as new members of the Murray Lions Club
Please help. -- "MISSY" IN
at its meeting at the Murray
NIA
PENNSYLVA
Woman's Club House.
DEAR "MISSY": You did
Murray State University
the right thing in telling the
police what happened. How- Racers lost 93-92 to Western
ever, as big a step in the right Kentucky Hilltoppers in a basdirection as that was, there is ketball game. Grover Woolard
more to do before you can
hit for 27 points and Zach
heal from the abuse. Please Blasingame for 25 points for
clip this letter and give it to the Racers.
your mother. Counseling can
Births reported include a
help you to put the abuse behind boy to Mr. and Mrs. Donald
you, and an excellent place to
West, Jan. 13; a boy to Mr.
get it would be the nearest and Mrs. Steven Carr, Jan. 14;
rape crisis center.
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played low from dummy, and East
(Lukasz Lebioda) ruffed. East thereupon made the sparkling return of a
low diamond! West won with the ten
and led another club, and East ruffed
again for the defense's third trick.
East now attempted to cash the
setting trick with the ace of diamonds, but Tai ruffed. He decided
that if he drew trumps at this point,
he eventually would lose a club trick
to West and go down one. So, hoping
East had no more trumps, he next led
a club to dummy's ace. but East
ruffed, and Tai later lost another club
trick to West's queen to finish down
two.
At the second table, the Polish
North-South pair got to five clubs,
and West, trying to stop a potential
crossruff, made the peculiar lead of a
low trump. South won the club with
the seven, finessed dummy's jack.
cashed the ace, led a heart to the ace.
cashed the king of trumps and then
led a procession of hearts. He thus
lost only a trump and a diamond, and
so made five clubs.
One of the more unusual aspects
of the deal was the fact that at the
first table East-West scored four club
tricks (three of them ruffs) to defeat
the contract, while at the second
table North-South scored four club
tricks to make the contract.

a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lam(
Bell, Jan. 17.
40 years ago

Murray Mayor FIGIIIIts Ellis
presented honorary citizenship
certificates to five persons making them honorary citizens of
Murray at a meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club at the
Murray Woman's Club House.
They were C.H. DeVries, J.P.
Coelingh and J.P. Benner, all
Holland,
Rotterdam,
of
Clarence Maloney of Madisonville and W. B. Kennedy
Jr., Paducah, all buyers for
tobacco.
Births reported include a
boy to Dr. Hal and Lynn Houston, Jan. 15.

Senator Owen Billington of
Murray spoke at a meeting of
the American Legion Auxiliary.
50 years ago
Calloway
of
Delegates
County Homemakers Clubs left
today by chartered bus to attend
Farm and Home Week ar,,Lexington. They were Mrs. James
Harris, Mrl': Arlo Sprunger,
Mrs. Marvin Palmer, Mrs.
Bryan Murdock, Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield. Mrs. C.B. Crawford, Mrs. Harold Grogan, Mrs.
Fred Hart, Mrs. Richard Armstrong, Mrs. Bryan Overcast,
Mrs. Virgil Lassiter, Mrs. O.F.
Moore, Mrs. Odell Colson, Mrs.
Henry Dumas and Miss Rachel
Home
Rowland, Calloway
Agent. The
Demonstration
group will make stops at My
Old Kentucky Home, BardBirthplace,
stown, Lincoln's
Hodgenville, and the Capitol,
Frankfort.

TodayinNistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Jan. 31,
the 31st day qf 2005. There

are 334 days lift in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Jan. 31, 1958, the United States entered the Space
Age with its first successful
launch of a satellite into orbit.
Explorer 1.
On this date:
In 1865, Gen. Robert E.
Lee was named General-inChief of all the Confederate
armies.
In 1945, Pvt. Eddie Slovik
became the only U.S. soldier
since the Civil War to be executed for desertion as he was
shot by an American firing
squad in France.
In 1950. President Truman
announced he had ordered
development of the hydrogen
bomb.
In 1971. astronauts Alan B.
Shepard Jr., Edgar D. Mitchell
and Stuart A. Roosa blasted
off aboard Apollo 14 on a
mission to the moon.
Ten years ago: President
Clinton scrapped a $40 billion rescue plan for Mexico.
announcing instead that he
would act unilaterally to provide Mexico with $20 billion
from a fund normally used to
defend the U.S. dollar.
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ENTERTAINMENT

• Monday, January 31, 2005

Carson's hometown
turns out for memorial'
NORFOLK, Neb. (AP) —
Johnny Carson didn't want a
public memorial in Los Angeles,
but people from the Nebraska
town where the comedian was
raised gathered Sunday at the
high school auditorium that
bears his name for a last chance
to say goodbye.
Far from a somber tribute,
the event was mostly high-spirited and included a monologue,
a jazz ensemble playing the
-Tonight Show" theme and
stage props such as a desk and
guest chairs where those who
had known Carson talked about
him.
Carson, host of -The Tonight
Show" for 30 years, died last
Sunday of emphysema at his
Malibu, Calif., home. He was
79.
At Carson's request, there
was no public memorial in Los
Angeles. The king of late-night
television was a fiercely private
man who made few public
appearances following his
retirement from television in
1992.
But residents in Norfolk said
they wanted a chance to say
goodbye. Many had known the
late-night comic from high
school. The memorial drew
more than 1,000 people to the
high school theater named after
Carson.
Lois Voecks said Carson sat
behind her in homeroom and
performed magic for students
during Friday convocations.
"We used to see him later in
the hallway, and we would look
back at him and say, 'That's the
same guy? He seems just like
us," she said.
Jeff Burkink, who was principal of Norfolk High School in
the 1980s when Carson gave
$600,000 to the school to build a
new performing arts center, said
Carson never forgot his roots.
Burkink said he met Carson
in 1976 when the comic came
back to town to give the high
school's
commencement
address.
"He was nervous," Burkink
said. "He said he didn't want to
be a flop in his hometown. But
the minute he stood up there, he
was humorous and relaxed. He
was right at home with a microphone."
Former Norfolk Mayor Jim
Miller recalled being with
Carson as a crowd of townspeople cheered during a 1976
parade in Carson's honor.
"He turned to his wife and
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An unidentified person holds Vi program during a memorial ceremony for "Tonight Show" host Johnny Carson in
Norfolk, Neb., Sunday.
said, 'Honey, I really think they
like me.' And he meant it. It was
heartfelt," Miller said.
Born in Iowa, Carson was
raised in Norfolk from the age of
8 until he left after high school
to join the Navy and serve in
World War II.
It was in No fk that Carson
first showed a flair for show
business, performing magic as
the "Great Carsoni" in Elk's and
Moose lodges starting when he
was 14.
Fame did not diminish
Carson's fondness for his hometown. His known donations to
causes in the town amounted to
more than $5 million, including
$2.27 million for a regional cancer radiation center.
The entertainer also gave

4
4
,

$100,000 to the Elkhorn Valley
Museum, in Norfolk and later
donated 11 boxes of his personal items — including awards and
his Presidential Medal of
Freedom — to the museumaiji a
permanent display.
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